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ABSTRACT 

This thesis presents a case study of three individuals who were born in Lebanon 

and immigrated to Canada at a young age. To varying degrees, all have experienced 

difficulty in the Canadian school system The study seeks to answer the vestion of 

whether these diffidties were rerated to a hguage deficit, and if so, was it a deficit in 

language knowledge, or Ianguage skills?" Test resufts indicate that in both Lebanese 

Arabic and English, all subjects' gnunmaticaI competence compares weff with native 

speakers in phonology, syntax and morphology. Deficits were noted in vocabulary. 

This research supports two claims: 

Children can achieve conversationaI fluency in a second 

Ianguage within two years, but require five to eight years to 

achieve proficiency with the academic uses of language, and 

School success in a second Ianguage is related both to LI 

literacy levels and age of anivaI in a e  L2 schooI environment. 
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INTRODUCTION 

I. Background 

In many places throughout the world, children are part of ethnic minorities whose 

language is different Eom the dominant or standard language of the society in which they 

Live. A number of studies have found that these language minority children are less Wrely 

to succeed in school than are majority, monolingual children Baker (1996) cites the 

England Department of Education and Science (1985), Figueroa (1984) and T O ~ O Q  

(1986) as examples of research into differences between ethnic groups. Watt and 

Roessingh (1994) cite Grey (1991), Minicucci (1992), Sinclair (1992), and Spener (1988) 

as examples of studies which indicate that, compared with majority children, minority 

students suffer fkom kstration and marginahtion in schooL This level ofhstrstion 

results in dropout rates for language minority students that are si@cantly higher than 

the dropout rates for majority students. The Canadian Education Statistics Council: 

(1996:40) reports that "persons whose mother tongue is other than English or French 

(incIuding Amerindian languages) show lower IeveIs of  educationd attainment overalI 

than those whose mother tongue is one ofthe two official languages. In 1981,54.6% of 

them had completed fmer than nine years of schooling While this figure fen to 432% in 

1991, it is stilI higher than the percentage for those whose mother tongue is English or 

French This scenario holds true for aff provinces except those in the Atlantic region, 



where the Iow Ievel of educatioaal attainment is even more pronomcededr) Alberta 

statistics confirm the disparity between the two groups. In 1992, the Alberta dropout rate 

for English as a Second Language students1 was over 61% approximately double the 

overall provincial high school dropout rate of 34% (Alberta Education (199%)). Watt and 

Roessingh (1994) tracked 232 ESL students in an Alberta high school from 1988 to 1993, 

and found a dropout rate of 74% for this p u p .  

Why do so many of these students fiil in school? Researchers have suggested a 

number of convibuling ikcton. Some of these are Ianguage and cognitive deficits due to 

lack of fist language (L I) development, insufficient L1 literacy skills, insuficient 

support in school to dow students time to "catch up" academically, cuf- dEerences 

that place the language minority student at a disadvantage, Iack of support for iiteracy 

activities in the home, and sociopolitical ficton related to the adjustment of minority 

groups to majority culture. A language minority student's opportunity for academic 

success is no doubt influenced by a number offacton. This case study has been 

undertaken to investigate, with. a few individuals, the lingusfrc fkctors that may be 

relevant to their schooi experiences. 

2. Terminology 

In the research literature on bilinguali*sm and bifinguai education, a number of 

terms are used to discuss the nature of language and how we use it These include such 



tenns as hguage ~bif ip,  acdmic limpage abilility, h p g e  bowledge, language 

achievement, lampage competence, language pe$onnance, lmguage proficiency, 

language skilh, and literacy skiIk Different authors and researchers somaimes adopt 

their own specific meanings and distinctions, and these is no standardized use of these 

tern (Baker, (1996)). In the interest of clarity, offer the foIIowing definitions of the 

terms that will be used in this thesis: 

Enghh as a Second Language (ESL) Students: Roessingh (1996) defines ESL 

students as those who are still in the process ofactively learning English. Generally, 

they are recent arrivals to their new country. For the purposes of this study, ESL 

students are those who are enrolIed in ESL classes for some portion oftheir school 

P r o m  

ESL Programs: It is important to distinguish ESL programs Eom Minority- 

Language Preservation programs. ESL programs are designed to heIp non-native 

speakers Ieam English 

Minority Language Preservation programs are designed to help second language 

learners to maintain their Ll and acquire their L2. 

L1: The k t ,  or native, language ofa speaker. 

L2: The second or additionai language of a speaker, especially in discussion of 

language teaching, where U is the 'target language' or Ianguage to be learned 

Lampage Minority Students (LMS): FoIIowing Cummins (1981). LMSs are those 

students whose fist language or home Ianguage is different 6rom the language ofthe 



wider commUnay and its schools. The tenn Language Minority Student(s) may 

inciude ESL students, 

Grammatid competence: a speaker-hearer's Rnowiedge of his Language, as 

represented by a generative grammar, or set of nrles which indicate precisely what 

can be and cannot be a sentence in a language. (Chomsky (1988)). The ability of a 

speaker of a language to produce and understand an unlimited number ofutteranas, 

including many that are novel and unfamiliar. Grammatical competence includes a 

speaker's knowIedge ofphonology, morphology, syntax and vocabulary. In this 

thesis, the terms grmmahahcd competmce and linguistic competence are used 

synonymously. 

Language performance: Language in use. The outward evidence of grammatical 

competence; grammatical competence may be presumed by observing general 

language comprehension and production Systematic errors - those consistently 

produced by the learner - refI ect the nature of the speaker's grammar- Unsystematic 

errors are attributable to perfbnaance factors (Archibald and Libben (1995)). 

Communicative competence: A term originally coined by Hymes (1971) to provide 

a broader notion of proficiency than gramrndmI competence. It refers to a speaker's 

knowledge of the totd set ofruIes and conventions g o v d g  the skilIed used of 

language in a society. These include such things as knowing when and how it is 

appropriate to open a conversation, what topics are appropriate to partidar speech 

events, and which forms ofaddress to use. This research is placed within the 

b e w o r k  of Bachman's (1990) Mode1 ofCommunicative Competence. For 



Bachmaq one ofthe components of communicative competence is language 

competence, 

Language competence: the IcnowIedge and abilities that underlie language 

proficiency. Within Bachman's model, l'mguage coomefence encompasses both 

0rganizatfonai Competence and Pragmatic Competence. Organizationd competence 

is concerned with kuowiedge and ability related to the structural aspects of language: 

the well-formedness of structures at and below the sentence level (Brammaircai 

competence), and the knowledge of how to join utterances together to form a text 

(texhcd competence). Texts can be either spoken or writtea; therefore, textual 

competence may or may not hofve literacy skills. 

Language ability: Baker (1996:6) identifies four basic language abilities: the oracy 

abilities of listening and speaking, and the literacy abilities of reading and writing. 

Each language abilhy can be more or Less developed, and the range of sub-skills that 

can be measured is Iarge and debated. In this thesis, the term hguage proficiency 

may be used synonymously with language ability. 

Bilingual: having ability in two languages. Because the abiiities may b e  at different 

Levels of devdopment, it is impossibIe to provide a definition that encompasses the 

many forms that bilingualism takes. They include bdmced bilmguafism @wing 

equal proficiency in both Ianguages), and suborahate biImgudim (having unequal 

proticienw). 

Bdanced bilinpak In the sense used by many researchers in bi[inguaIism 

@&er (1996:8)), bafmced br'imguaiism refers to the possession of 'reasonabIe' or 



'good' ability in both languages. A child who can understand and operate in 

classroom activity in either language would be an example of a baianced bilinguaL 

This is the sense in which the term bcJcoced bilingual is used in this thesis. 

Fluency of speech: FIuent speech is produced automatically and without hesitation 

3. Language Minority Students in Calgary 

Recent research by Roessingh (1996) with ESL students in high school focused 

on the incIusive classroom, where ESL students were together with native English 

speaking students. In the come of this research, she identified a group of Ianguage 

minority students who were having dBicuIity in sch001. Their first Ianguage (L1) was 

Lebanese Arabic, but they were different firom the iater-arriving Lebanese ESL students 

in a number of respects. Roessingh describes these students as follows: 

"These students come 6om a second language background, but are 

currently not receiving any ESL support. Some ofthese students are 

Canadian born and never were eligible for ESL suppa; others are 

Caaadian born -then Left - and have returned to find themseives 

behind at school; others are students who have been in Calgary beyond 

the three-year funding limit and are £idly integrated now with no further 

ESL support. They are often perceived to be dower Ieamers or 

ddopmentally deIayed, although teaching staff, achhistraton and 

guidance counseiIors are at a Ioss to make sense of the students' 

apparent cognitive deficits. They sound so good", or "he's been here 

so Iong his academic tmubIes can't be because of Ianguage", are the 

oft-repeated phrases used to desmie these students. A number ofthese 

students had had differentiated programs of various kinds throughout 

elementary and junior high school: o&n, resource mom heIp or, in one 



casG placement in a class for the educable mentalIy handicapped. The 

key to their educational success (and English language development) 

may depend most critically on their first Ianguage abilities. Among this 

group, there is a great range in this regard." (1996:39) 

Table 1.1 summarizes the differences between the two groups with respect to both 

ocaf and written abilities in both Ll and L2: 

TABLE 1.1 

Comparison of Early-Arriving and Later-Arriving Students 

(Source: Roessingh (1996)) 

The Canadian-born group do not read or write Arabic; most of the later-arriving students 

do. The spoken Lebanese of the Canadian-born students was informdy assessed by the 

later arrivals as "undeveloped". The Canadian-born students speak fluent English &2); 

the ESL students' spoken English covered a range ofabilities. The most striking 

difference between the two groups is seen in the scores on EngIish reading tests: both 

before and after the 5-month period of research, the average score for the Camdia~bom 

Camadiambom or eariy amvah 

Lebanese spoken at home 

Do not readwrite Arabic 

Spoken L1 informally assessed as 

undeveIoped 

Fluent spoken L2 

Not receiving ESL support 

"Fossilized" L2 reading skilIs: 

Grade equMent (GE) 5.5 

No change in five months 

Later arrivals (ESL) 

Lebanese spoken at home 

Academically proficient in Arabic 

Proficient at spoken LI 

Range of abilities in spoken L2 

Receiving ESL support 

Made gains in L2 reading: 

Improved one Grade eqyivdent in 

five months 



group was a grade mvaIent of 5.5. Their reading scores did not improve. In contrast, 

the ESL students made an average gain of one grade equivdent in English reading over 

the five-month research period. Some ofthem surpassed the Canadian-born students in 

that short time. 

It would seem that this group of language minority students could be calIed 

Linguistically disadvantaged in some way. Their L1 was informalIy assessed as "missing 

something", and their L2 reading skiIIs were tested at well beiow grade level. Both 

reading scores and schooi performance indicated that they did not possess sufficient 

EngIish language ability to succeed at school tasks that require the academic use of 

language. At one time, such speakers might have been termed semilingual, a term 

orighaliy coined by byNils HansegHrd in I968 (see Skutnabb-Kangas (1981)), to describe 

the "less than complete linguistic skills" of Finnish-Swedish bilingual Finns in the Torn& 

Valley, Sweden. The term semilingd has since been applied to Lingwgwstic minorities by a 

number of writers. Skutnabb-Kaagas (I98 I) cites PauIston (1974), Hymes (1974), 

Loman (1974), Phomaa (1 974), Heyman (1973), Toukomaa (I972), Cummins (1980) 

and others who have used the term to describe a phenomenon ofindividuals having 

imperfect command of a Iinguistic system, or partid command of two Ianguages. M e  

attempt has been made to properly define the term, except by HansegHrd. He defined a 

semiimguai as a speaker who exhibits the following prome in both oftheir languages: 

"dispiays a small vocabuIary and incorrect grammar, consciousIy thinks about Iangnage 

production, is stilted and uncreative witli each Ianguage, and finds it dilEcuIt to think and 

express emotions in either IangoageP ( S u m m W  by Baker (1996:9)). A semiIinguaI is 



seen as someone with pantitatbe and cpbt ive deficiencies in both their hgtiages 

when compared with monolingual speakers ofthose languages. 

Although there are Ianguage abilities on which peopIe differ, there is a lack of 

sound objective evidence ofthe occunence of s e ~ g u a l i s m ,  and serious doubts about 

the value of the term. Based on Hansegbd's definition, it would be inaccurate and 

inappropriate to label Roessingh's students as semilinguaL By the evaluation of school 

staff, all of them speak fluent and appropriate English. However, their reading scores and 

lack of school success indicate a problem. I have undertaken this study ofa few 

individuals in order to d a e h e  whether or not the problem is a linguistic one. 

4. The m a r &  question 

This thesis presents a case study of three individuds, one ofwhom is one of the 

early-arriving students in Roessingh's study. To varying degrees, all have experienced 

diff~CUIty in the Canadian school system. Furthermore, the spoken Lebanese of one of 

these speakers was i n f o d y  assessed by other Lebanese speakers as 'tmdeveloped", 

giving rise to the guestion of whether she possesses linguistic competence in her first 

Ianguage. The specific questions I sought to answer in this research are the foNowing: 

"Were their cliffidties in school reIated to a language deficit in either their Li or L 2  or 

both, and if so, is it a deficit in language knowIedge, or in Ianguage sRiiM What is the 

Iocus of the deficit? Is it in the representation oftheir grammars, and if so, in what areas - 

syntaq morphology, phonology or vocabdery?" Or does it tie not in their 

representationd stmcttlre, but in another component of a broader model of 



communicative competence? The answers to these qyestiom may contribute to the 

diagnosis ofthe school problems of language minority students. More specifically, it may 

help to iden* one or more of the sources ofhstration that Lead to the high dropout 

rates for these students, 

4.1 The context: Bachman's Modd of Communicative Competence. 

The research is placed within the context ofBachman8s Model of Communicative 

Competence, illustrated in Figure 1.1. Bachman's model provides a metaphor that heQs 

us to visualize the various components of hguistk competence. 

FrGURE 1.1 

Bachman's Model of Communicative Competence 
(Arcbridd & Libben 95) 

- - 
Strategic LWW3e Psycho physioIogical 
Competence Competence Mechanisms 

Learning strategies 

Organizational Pragmatic 
Competence Competence 

i 

1 

Grarnmatid 
Competence 

Cohesion 
I 

Dialects, register 
ocab Syn Rhetorical: Functional 

Phono gyf Organization AbWes 
Graphology (~11derLying meaning 

Morphology of utterances) 



Bachman divides communicative competence into three components: 

Slkafeegic Commpemce, the communication strategies and I e h g  strategies that 

language learners empIoy to deal with gaps in their language knowIedge and to 

Increase their competence. 

P.sych~pIrysioIo~caI Mechanisms, the auditory, neurological and artidatory abilities 

required to use language. 

Language Competence, which includes orgiisabnai competence and pragmatrc 

competence: 

Pragmatz'c Cocnpetence relates to the factors that make an utterance acceptable in 

some situations and not in others. IlI0cutioma-y comptence relates to the ability to 

interpret the intended meaning of an utterance in context. SmioIin~shc competence 

relates to didects, register, and cultural references. 

OrganizatziollQI Competence is concerned with knowledge and ability related to the 

structural aspects of language: grcunnzaticaI and textual competence Grammatid 

competence refers to the well-formedness of structures at and below the sentence 

IeveI, and includes four competencies: the knowiedge of vocabulary, moqhoIogy, 

syntax, and phonoIogy/graphoIogy. According to Bachman (1990:87), these 

competencies "govern the choice ofwords to stpress specific si@cations, their 

forms, their arrangement in utterances to atpress propositions, and their physical 

realizations, either as sounds or as  written Textud competence relates to 



the construction o f d s  larger than the sentence. It includes the knowledge of how 

to join utterances together to form a text, either spoken or writ- structured 

according to rules ofcohesion and rhetorical organizatio~ 

Badman's (1990) discussion of his model does not contain an extensive 

treatment of vocabulary as a component of grammatid competence. It is uncIear 

whether vocabulary competence consists of a certain vocabulary size, or whether it is 

more related to the appropriate choice and use of the words a speaker does possess. I will 

assume that both appropriate use ofwords and the size ofthe Iexicon are components of 

lexical or vocabulary competence. Vocabulary differs fiom the other components of 

grammatid competence in that it does not f o s s ~ e  in the way that syntax, morphology 

and phonology have been observed to do. The lexicon may expand over the course of a 

speakef s lifetime. 

Regarding the role of Iiteracy in communicative competence, I am assuming in 

this thesis that the literacy abilities of reading and writing are not essential or basic 

components of communicative competence. R e f a g  to Bachman's Model, it is evident 

that in all components, the ability to read and write provides a means of expression of 

c o m m e c a ~ e  competence. However, it is also evident that individuals in oral cultures, 

who speak one ofthe many languages that do not have a written form, may also M y  

express the components ofcomrnun*cative competence. One obvious difference between 

being a speaker of a Ianguage and being abIe to read and write a language is the degree of 

success attained by the learners of these tasks. With the exception ofthose with specific 

disabWes, aII people aattmUy acquire the ability to understand and speak a language. In 



contrast, not everyone becomes literate, nor do people usualIy learn to read and write 

naturaUy, without instruction Therefore, iiteracy abiMes are more accurately defined as 

Ianguage skiilk, not as core language competencies. They are abiIities that access 

knowledge, but are not knowledge or competence themselves. 

Literacy is more than just a cognitive -ty, but also has a social and political 

dimension In modern Literate societies, those who do not acquire proficiency with the 

academic uses of language suffix social, economic and political consequences that result 

fiom an inability to M y  participate in the fife of the community. While not wishing to 

underestimate the importance of literacy, 1 found it necessary to restrict the scope of my 

research. The school performance and personal testimonies of my subjects are clear 

indications of  problems in the areas of reading and writing English. The question 1 

wished to answer is whether or not those reading and writing dfiicuties could be Linked 

to deficits in their undertying grammars, either of EogIish or Lebanese. I have therefore 

chosen to focus on the grammaticaL competence of my subjects, as demonstrated in their 

spoksn languages, in the areas ofsyntax, morphology, phonology and vocabulary. 

5. The speakers: an introduction 

The three subjects for this research are the children of parents who immigrated to 

Canada £tom Lebanon AU were born in Lebanon and received some early schooling 

thexe, but none reads or writes Arabic, having Iefi their home countq before aqyking 

heracy skills. Based on numerous comrersatiom, I wodd assess their spoken &fish as 

fluent Aithough all wilI testify to having had some diffid~es in school, their Ievef of 



education in English covers a broad range: one has not completed high school, one is a 

high school graduate (nonacademic stream), and the third has an undergraduate degree in 

Economics. 

SpeoRer I ,  ~ u n d ,  is the student fiom RoessingJi's study. She attended her first 

year of school in Lebanon, but that year of schooling was intempted by the civil war. 

She Ie£t Lebanon in 1987 and began school in Canada at 8 years old; she was 20 years old 

at the time oftesting* She speaks Lebanese at home and English with fiends and at work 

She was not read to much by her parents; she does remember some storybooks 

from her preschooI years, but most storyte1li.g in her f d y  was oraL Her father is a poa 

and musician, who t d s  stories in that medium. She is comfortable speaking both 

Lebanese and EngIish, but she considers English her dominant language; by her own 

estimate, she uses Engiish 65% of the time. 

She descriies her linguistic experience as "being caught between two languages". 

With respect to reading and writing, her experience has been that whenever she has made 

progress in one language, she &as lost ground in the other. She received ESL support in 

her first three years in elementary schoof, and she was motivated and enthusiastic about 

learning English in her early schooi years. Her account ofusing Engiish for schooi 

purposes is that it was easier in eIementary schooI than in the upper grades. 

When she was 13, she and her sisters went to Lebanon br I5 months to be  with 

her fhther, and there she attended schooI with Arabic-speaking cMdrea The instruction 



she received in English was at a very basic level for beginning students of English, and 

was Woo easy" for her. The subjects taught in Arabic were 'tery hard?, because ahhough 

she understood the spoken Arabic, she was not able to read or write. When she returned 

to Canada she was put in Grade 8, a class placement based on her age, not her 

proficiency. Regarding her Junior High School years (Grades 7-9), she recalls being 

aware of her need for additional help with English reading and writhg, but not knowing 

what was available, or how to access that help. 

Muna's high school years were challenging for her, academidy and personally. 

Her Grade I 1 year was interrupted for five months, when she returned to Lebanon to visit 

her father who was iU She attributes her difEcuIty in school to the two extended visits to 

Lebanon during her middle and upper school years, and to pexsonal fkctors such as Iack 

of motivation for sehoo1 tasks and the stress related to her M e r ' s  illness. At the time of 

her interview, she did not mention her English reading and writing skills as a factor. In 

order to complete high school, she would require another two years of study. She is 

currently successfblIy empIoyed as a telephone desperson, but wishes to find 

employment that would provide more potential for growth and advancement 

Speaker 2, ~mmi, Iefk Lebanon in 1976 at the age of 10, spent a year in France 

before coming to Canada, and at the time oftesting, had been here for 22 years. 

His early schooling in Lebanon was in Arabic and French and he was fluent in French as 

a child. He does not remember his parents reading stories to him as a preschooIer. He is 



able to decode Arabic letters, but has never read Arabic text with ease. When he first 

began school in Canada, he attended a specid school for ESL students for approximately 

six months before moving into regular classes. 

He lives alone and, by his own estimate, uses EngJish about 80% ofthe time. He 

s u c c e s ~ y  studied Engineering for two years before completing his Bachelor of Arts in 

Economics, and now works as an investment advisor. The subject descsibes himselfas 

"good at business math", but says that using written English is d B d t  for him When he 

does presentations that involve written English, he requires help. 

The following dialogue illustrates how Sami would describe his experience of 

Living in two dtures: 

L: So now, do you feel mon at home in English or in Arabic? 

S: English. 1 mean, I'm 33, I've been here 22 years, so obviously 

I'm a lot more comfortable with the English language than I 

am the Arabic language, that's for sun. I'm more comfortable 

with Arabic culture, but more comfortable with English 

speech. 

L: You fee1 like you live in two worlds? 

3 1 fee1 like I think one thing and I Iive somahiag else.. . .like, 

my mentality is one way, and you wouldn't think that for 

somebody who's been here that long My mentality is one 

way, but life here is a completdy diffierent way than my 

mentality. And I guess they say that you never forget who you 

are, you never forget where you're from', 



Speaker 3, ~ d i f ,  Iefk Lebanon in I992 at the age of 1 I. When tested, he had 

been in Canada for six and one haIf years. He received some schooling in Arabic and 

English (as a second language) in Lebanon, but is not able to read or Wfife Arabic now. 

He has been back to visit Lebanon four times, one of these visits lasting five 

months. He use Lebanese at home with his family and feds equally at home speaking 

English and Lebanese. He estimates that he speaks English 70% of the time, and 

Lebanese 30%. He does not recall his parents reading stories to him as a preschooler, but 

was "told" stories in Lebanese. Learning to speak English was "easy", but reading and 

writing he "still can't do very welln. He remembers his ESL instruction at school lasting 

"about four monW and consisting of convefsatioDal Endish instruction. He did not 

receive extra help with reading and writing untiI his last year of high school, when he 

approached a resource teacher for assistance. Wth her recommendation, he received 

government financial assistance to attend a private institute for heIp wit6 reading and 

writing in Englisb He believes he made progress there, but funding terminated after two 

months, about haIfway through his program, and he withdrew. 

He is a high school graduate (nonacademic dipIoma), and recognizes that his 

reading dBicuIties present an obstacIe to his fbther educationaI progress. He plans to 

attend a technicd school and eventually, to study engineering at university. 

6. Outline of the thesis 

In this chapter I have defined the research question and the Mework within 

which it is placed In Chapter 2, I wilI discuss issues in biIingud education, particuIarIy 

W-c pseudonym meaning ''nobIem- 
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with respect to language minority students. In Chapter 3, L will give an overview of the 

Arabic Ianguage and diaIects7 with comments on how the hguistic situation in the Arab 

worfd affects some issues in education there. In Chapter 4 , I  will discuss the research 

design and test resuIts. Tncncluded in this chapter is a discussion ofthe development of a 

g r a m m a t i e  judgment task to test competence in Lebanese Arabic. The test r d t s  for 

vocabulary, rnorphologyhyntax, and phonology in English and Lebanese Arabic will be 

presented for the three subjects. In Chapter 5,I wilI present my concIusions based on 

these test resuIts and suggest fhther research questions that arise fiom this study. 
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ISSUES IN BILINGUAL EDUCATION 

It is not dear what effect the specific hpuistic and sociocultural background of 

language minority children has on school success or Mure in comparison with 

monolingual, majority children Neither h it clear why some Ianguage minority groups 

are more successll in school than others, nor why some language minority students 

finish high school and go on to successful higher education, while others fkom the same 

language background, and sometimes Eom the same f d e s ,  drop out before completing 

high school. 

Researchers have examined the disparity of school performauce between groups 

Eom two broad perspectives. One approach focuses on fiicton that are internal to the 

Ianguage minority student such as cognitive development, LIL2 proficiency (incIuding 

ord and academic Ianguage development), and more specifidy, the relationship 

between L1 and LZ Iitemcy development. Another examines ex tend  fkctors such as 

socioeconomic status, culture, politics, and educationaI policies regarding bilingual 

education. The two approaches are briefly summarized in the foiIowing sections. 
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I. School peflormancc o f  Ianguage minorities: internal factors 

1.1 BiIh yalism rad cognitive devdopmont 

Does being bilingual impair one's cognitive development and Iead to fdme in 

school? During the 19* century and the first halfofthe 20& century, the dominant belief 

among academics was that bilingualism had a detrimental effect on thinking. Up until the 

1960~~  typical research confirmed this viewpoint by looking at the differences between 

groups of bilinguals and monohguais in terms of their performance on intelligence tests, 

partidarly verbal IQ. Baker (1996) cites Saer (1923), Saer, Smith and Hughes (1924), 

and Darcy (1953) as examples. Baker notes that the early research was characterized by a 

mmber of methodological deficiencies such as testing in English ody, use of simpie 

averages rather than more complex statistical analyses, and failure to control for such 

factors as socioeconomic status, gender, age, and type ofschool attended. Later research 

that addressed these methodo1ogicd deficiencies provided evidence that balanced 

biIingualism may Iead to cognitive ahrantages over monohgualism, such as higher IQ 

scores (Pea1 & Lambert (1962)). Subsequent research has codinned these findings, 

indicating that balanced bilinguals perform better on tests of verbal fluency and 

flexibility, both of which are measures of creative thinking (Cummins (1975,1977)). The 

research of Ben-Zeev (1 977) indicates that biihguais are more flexibte and analytical in 

Ianguage skills, due to increased metaIingaistic awareness. For a review, see Baker 

(1996). 



1.2 The retationship between L1 and L2 devdopment 

1.2. I The Dual Thresholds Theory 

Several studies have suggested that the W e r  a child moves towards balanced 

bilingualism, the greater the WEeIihood of cognitive advantages. Baker (1996) cites 

Cummins & Mulcahy (1978). Duncan & de Avila (1979), and Clarkson (1992). The 

Thresholds Theory (Toukomaa & Skutnabb-Kangas (1977) and Cummins (1976)) 

postulates two thresholds of academic language proficiency. Below the first threshold, 

children have low IeveIs ofproficiency (compared with their age group) in both 

languages, with likely negative cognitive effects. These chiI&en are those most likely to 

be termed "sernilingual". Above the first threshold, children have age-appropriate 

proficiency in one but not both Ianguages; there are udikey to be  positive or negative 

cognitive consequences. Above the second threshold, children have age-appropriate 

proficiency in both languages and there are cognitive advantages. Support for the 

Thresholds Theory comes fiom studies by Dawe (1983) and BiaIystok (1988). 

1.2.2 The DeveloprnentaI htexdependence HypothesidCUP Model 

Following on the Dud Thmshofds Theory, Cummins (1978), cited in 

Baker (1996), outhed the Developmental Interdependence Hypothesis, suggesting that a 

child's second Ianguage competence is partly dependent on the level of competence, or 

academic Ianguage proficiency, aIready achieved in the first language- Cummins 

represents this deveIopmentaI interdependence formally as follows: 



'To the extent that btruuctin in Lx is effective in promoting proficiency 
in L , q  tmsfi'i of thi-s proficiency to Ly wilI occur provided there is 
adeqyate exposure to ty (either in school or environment) and adequate 
motivation to learn Ly." (Cummins (1 984: 143)). 

Ln Cummins' view, there is an underlying co@ve/academic proficiency which is 

common across languages, and which makes possible the transfier of literacy-related skills 

@om one language to another. This interdependence or common underlying proficiency 

implies that experience with either language can promote development of the academic 

language proficiency underlying both languages, given adequate motivation and exposure 

to both. Examples ofthe skills involved are subject matter knowledge, reading strategies, 

and writing composition skills. 

The beneficid effect of Ll instmdion on L 2  devebpment, and support for the 

Interdependence Hypothesis, is demonstrated in the following studies in the U.S. 

(ArchibaId & Libben, (1995)' Cummins and Swain (1986)): 

The Rock Point Navajo Study 

In 1971, A bilingud education program was started on the Rock Point Navajo 

Resewe in the United States. Prior to the inception of this program, children on the 

reserve, even though they received intensive hstmction in English, were two years 

behind the U.S. norms for reading by the end of Grade 6. The bilingual program used 

Navajo as the major medium of instruction Eom kindergarten through Grade 2, and 

for between 25 and 50 percent ofinstruction after that English was gradually 

introduced The students who went through the bilingual program were assessed 



again in Grade 6, and were performing slightly above the US. norms in EngIish 

reading. 

San Diego S panish-Euglish h e r s i o n  Project 

This demonstration projest in San Diego city schools involved approxEmateIy 60% 

Spanish L1 and 40% English LI students. From preschool to grade 3, instruction was 

predominantly in Spanish, with 20 minutes per day of English instruction in 

preschool, 30 minutes in kindergarten and grade I, and 60 minutes in grades 2 and 3. 

From grade 4 through 6, instruction was haIf in Spanish and halfin English. Although 

students lagged somewhat behind grade norms in both Spanish and English reading 

skills until aear the end of elementary school by grade 6 they were performing above 

grade norms in both languages and in mathematics achievement. 

In summary, though the results of individual studies must be treated with mution, 

the research on bilingud programs shows that language minority chiidren's LI can be 

promoted at no cost to their acquisition of proficiency in L2. To my knowledge, there an 

no studies that have found biiingud education to be detrimentid to students' progress in 

either their LI or L2, 

I The BICS/CALP distinction 

Shrmabb-Kaagas & Toukomaa (1976) tirst drew a distinction between " d e  

fluency" in a Ianguage, and the more evolved Ianguage skills that are needed to beneM 

&om the education process. They noted that F i  immigrant chiidrm who were born 

in Sweden or immigrated at a preschooI age were abIe to converse comfortabIy in 



Swedish in everyday situations despite Literacy skilIs that were weff below age- 

appropriate levels in both of their languages. Cummins (1979, 1980b)wrl formalized this 

distinction between d a c e  fluency and what he calls "conceptual-Linguistic knowledge" 

in terms of Basic Interpersonal Communicative Skills (BIGS), and Cognitive Academic 

Language Proficiency (CALP). He defined BICS as "the manifestation of language 

proficiency in everyday communicative contexts", and CALP as "the manipulation of 

Ianguage in decontextualized academic situatio11s'~Cummins (1984: 137)). The 

BICSICALP distinction conceptuafized language proficiency dong two continua, as 

illustrated in Figure 2.1 

FIGURE 2.1 

TEE BICS/CGLP DISTINCMON 
(Cummins (1984)) 
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The horizontal axis represents a continuum reIatiag to the range of contextual support 

available for expressing or receiving meaning Ln context-embedded communication, 

paralinpuistic and situationaf cues support verbal language. Examples ofthese cues are 

actions with eyes and bands and instant feedback- In general, context-embedded 

communication is more typicaI of the everyday conversatiod world outside the 

dassroom. Toward the context-reduced end ofthe continuum, language is not embedded 

in a m d g f b l  context Therefore, cues to meaning are primarily iinguistic. Language 

used in many cIassroom activities, where higher order thinking skills such as analysis, 

synthesis, and evaluation are recpired, is representative ofcommunication at the context- 

reduced end of the continuum, 

The vertical axis represents the level of cognitive demand required in 

cormnunicatioa Cognitively undemanding mmmunicatioa occurs where a person has the 

mastery of language skills sufficient for easy communication. An exampIe would be 

having a conversation in the street or a shop, where processing of information is 

rehtively stra@tfomard. CognhbeLy demanding communication may occur in a 

classroom where much infiomation must be quickly processed. 

Cummins does not propose that BICS and CALP are completdy separate: aII 

chiidren acquire their conceptual f ~ t m d ~ ~ o n  (ImowIedge of the worId) through 

conversations in the home, and cognitive skills are invoLved in most forms of socid 

interaction. But he argues that BICS and CALP are conceptualiy distinct insofix as they 

bUow diffkrent deveiopmentd patterns. An example of this difference is the fkd that for 

both native speakers and second language Iearners, phonologicai skills and basic fluency 



(BES) reach a plateau in the first 6 years or so; subseqpent development is very much 

reduced in comparison to previous deveiopment. This is not the case for literacy and 

vocabulary development (CALP), which continue to develop, both for monolingual and 

muItilinguaI speakers? throughout our schooling and our Lifetimes (Cummins (1 999:Z)). 

[n Cummins' view, immigrant children may acquire BICS within two years, but it 

can take b ~ e e n  5 and 10 years to "catch up" in CALP (Cummins and Swain 

(1986: 184)). This view is supported by a study of I2 I0 immigrant students through the 

Toronto Board of Education These students achieved spokm English fluency within two 

years, but r e w e d  five to seven years to achieve grade level norms in academic Ianguage 

proficiency as measured on Verbal IQ scores and reading tests. 

Collier's (1987) study also lends support to Cummins theory. Her study analyzed 

the Iength of time required for 1548 ESL students to become proficient in English for 

academic purposes. Vari*abIes included were age on arrival, English proficiency, Literacy 

and mathematics skills in L1, and number of years of schooling in English. The Science 

Research Associates tests were used to assess reading, language arts, mathematics, 

science and social studies. Her r d t s  indicated that students who were 8-f 1 years old on 

arrival re@ed two to five years to reach national norms on alI subject anas tested. 

Students who arrived at 5-7 years oId were projected to require at least three to eight 

years to reach grade IeveL Students who arrived at age 12-15 were the lowest achievers, 

and were projected to need at Ieast six to eight years to catch up to grade Ievd in all 

subject areas. Collier (I987:617) projects that at Ieast 4-8 years may be recpired for all 



ages ofESL students to reach gradelevel norms, as measured on standardized tests, in all 

subject areas. 

The only knom variable that separated the 5-7 year old arrivals fiom the older 

arriving students was their level of schooling in L I. Their relatively poor performance 

compared to the 8- I 1 year old arrivals implies that younger students might a-e 

English for academic purposes more rapidly ifthey were provided with a minimum of 

two years continued schooling in their L 1. The poor perfbrmance of the 12-15 year old 

arrivals may b e  attniuted to a loss of one to two years of cognitive and academic 

development in aII subject anas while they are m a s t e ~ g  Engfish. Collier (1987:635) 

suggests that these later-arrbhg students are most in need of content-area classes in L1 in 

order to stay at grade level. 

Collier's research findings support those ofthe Rockpoint Navajo and San Diego 

studies, mentioned in Section 1.2.2. The 5-7 year old students, who had not had time to 

develop literacy skills in their LI, were expected to require a longer time to achieve L2 

grade level norms than the 8-1 I year old students, who had established a foundation of 

L1 literacy skills before beginning L2 instruction 

Cummins clarifies his view of the BICS/CALP distinction in the following way: 

"....The distinction was not proposed as an o v d  theory of language, but as a very 

specific conceptual distinction which had important implications for policy and practice. 

... What are the policy implications for instruction of the fact that immigrant students 

usually require at Ieast five years to catch up to grade norms in L2 CALP? ... The 

distinction and reIated research cloes suggest that ifEnglish language learning students 



are transitioned into a "mainstream" class in which the teacher knows very LittIe about 

how to promote academic skills in a second language, then they are d e 1 y  to receive 

the instructional support they need to catch up academicstlly. The distinction also 

suggests some clear reasons related to inappropriate assessment why bilingual students 

are seriously over-represented in classes for the 1-g disabled or mildly handicapped 

and under-represented in classes for gifted and talented students." (Cummins (1999:2-3)). 

The issue of assessment will be addressed further in Section 2, E x t d  Factors. 

2. School performance of Ian page minorities: Edema1 factors 

2.1 Sociocuitural approaches 

The language minority students who are most likeiy to experience fixstration in 

school are those of lower socioeconomic class (Eddsky et al(1983)). Authors within the 

socioculturaI fiamework argue that the reasons for poor school performance of low SES 

language minority children are less reIated to language deficits than to dturai  

differences between the Ianguage minorities and the middIe class majority chiidren, 

Edelsky et al suggest that middIe and lower cIass cbiI&en an at a disadvantage in the 

school system in a number ofways: having Less exposure to literacy activities in the 

home environment, having different norms for interaction with teachers, and not having 

the same degree of c?est-wiseness" (ability and desire to do well in testing situations) as 

middle crass majority language childre11 Givm these differences, they question the 

vaIidity of using standardized tests to assess language minority students. 

Although Cummios supports the use of standardized tests as a means of assessing 

language proficiency, he argues that there is W e  educational merit in trying to assess, by 
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means ofIQ tests, the inteliigence of minority students. Any IQ test standardized on a 

"representative'" sample wilI necessarily assess ody those skills and knowledge that are 

regarded as intelligent within the dominant group and will exclude any 4my-specifiic 

ways in which minority children have learned to be intelligent (Cummins (1984:77). He 

cites the Kamehameha M y  Education Program (KEEP) as an example of how measures 

ofstudents' academic performance can be improved with the introduction of culturally 

sensitive instruction. One example of such cultural semivity was a change in cIassroom 

management that allowed the children to work coop&eIy and to learn by observhg 

the activities of older children, behaviouts that were typical of the children's home 

environment. This change resuited in an improvement in verbal IQ scores fkom 

"subnormal" to "normal" range. 

2.2 Sociopolitical approaches 

Skutnabb-Kangas (1981) and Ogbu (1995) are two authors who represent a 

poIiticaI perspective on the issue of the school failure of language minorities. h 

Skutnabb-Kangas' view, the phenomenon of semilingualism cannot be "explained away" 

as a product of middle class bias on the part of mearchers. It is not a "theory using white 

middle class norm in aa ethnocentric fishion to force those norms on bilingual 

immigrant working-cIass chiIdren, and then IabeI them as inferior, deficient or at Iesst 

different-" (Skutnab b-Kangas (I 98 I :249)). Neither, in her view, can semilingualism be 

regarded as  a deficiency inherent in the individuaI; it &odd be treated as one result of the 

powerless social and Linguistic circumstances in which hdshe hes hed In other words" 



the hpuistic deficiencies described as semilingdim are red, but these linguistic 

inequalities are a r d t  of potiticd inequalities. "As soon as the minority itself gets 

control over the way the school system is organized, semilingualism can be eradicated." 

(Skutoabb-Kangas (1981250)). This perspective asks us to look at the social and politid 

conditions that produce semiiingualism. If this is not done, one ofthe consequences is 

that the blame is laid on the individuds who suffer the consequences of the shortcomings 

of a school system and a society that perpetuate a system of ineqpality (Skutnabb-Kangas 

(1 98 1 :249)). 

Ogbu (1995) notes that some minority groups encounter cultural and language 

probIems in schooi, but dturd differences do not affect the education of all minorities in 

the same way. Some language minocity students, e.g the Cantonese-speaking Chinese 

students in Oakland, Caiifornia, and the Punjabi Indians in Valleyside, Cafifomia, are 

able to overcome cultural and language barriers, adjust welI in school, and succeed 

academically. Others, such as HispaaidMexican Americans, and Native Americans, do 

not He draws a distinction between vofunfary minorities, and iitvoiimtary minorities. 

Voluntary minorities are groups that have chosen to move to a new country because they 

beIieve that this move will lead to greater economic, poIiticai, or sociaI wen being. Their 

positive expectations influence their perceptions of the pubIic schooIs, and their children 

do not usuaily experience persistent probIems in academic achievement. Examples in 

CaIifomia are Chinese and Punjabi immigrants. Involuntary minorities are part oftheir 

new society because of slavery, conquest, or coIonizatiotl, These an the minorities that 

have the most difECULties with school a d m e n t  and achievement He includes Mean 



Americans, Mexican Americans and Native Americans as U.S. examples ofinvoIuntuy 

minorities. Ogbu argues that school success or failure among minorities can be explained 

by examining the various groups' adaptation to majority dture. 

Ogbu draws a broad distinction between voluntary minorities who come to a new 

country with positive expectations, and those minorities that become part of another 

nrlture through force. His aaalysis does not account for the cultural adaptation of 

refugees or people such as Lebanese Canadians, who Ieave their home countries 

voIuntariIy to escape war or political upheaval; therefore, I will not pursue his d y s i s  

here. 

2.3 Literacy in the home 

Another e x t d  factor related to school performance is children's exposure to 

Iiteracy during preschooI years. Wells' (1986) conducted a longitudinal study of 32 

children ofvarious socioeconomic classes, fiom ages one through their elementary school 

years. Data was collected on the cbiIciren's Ianguage deveiopment throughout their 

preschooI years, Wily practices regarding chiIdr&g, and progress in schooL His 

results indicated that the children of lower socioeconomic classes were significantly Iess 

successll in schooI than the more prbdeged children. Analysis of the r d t s  led to the 

conclusion that school success was d i r d y  related to the value placed on Iiteracy by 

parents, as evidenced by the presence of books in the home, reading to their children, and 

thereby imparting to the children an understanding of the purposes of Literacy and how to 

set about obtaining meaning fkom print. The children who were not exposed to Iit- 



activities in their homes "experienced considerabCy more difEcuIty in learning to read a .  

write, and rarely achieved a level of independence by the age of 10 sufficient to make 

reading and writing enjoyable and rewarding. As a resdt, they tended to be less 

successM in other areas of the curriculm as welI." (Wells (1986: 145) 

2.4 Education poties 

2.4.1 Assessment and placement 

Cummins' BICS/CALP disthctrCon provides a useW framework for 

understanding the high dropout rate for ESL students fmm mainstream academic 

programs. In his view, the fdure to take account of the differences in acquisition of 

conversational and academic uses of language has led to inappropriate psychological 

testing of bihgual students and premature exit Corn biIingual or ESL support programs. 

The students' conversational fluency in L2, achieved within two years of arrival, can lead 

teachers and other professionals to assume a level of Iinguistic proficiency that students 

do not possess with respect to academic, contsb-reduced Ianguage use. Upon atit ftom 

the ESL support program, students are placed into mainstream classes where they receive 

minimd support for continued academic language deveIopment in L2. 

Cummins argues that the identification of surfkce structure controI with 'English 

proficiency' leads teachers and psychologists to eIiminate 'Iack of EngIish proficiency' as 

an e x p h t o r y  variable, and law academic performance or test scores are attri%uted to 

deficiencies in the student or hidher background, ComerseLyt teachers and psychoIogists 

may attribute a language minority child's difEcuIty in school to his or her bilinguaIism. 



An analysis ofthe psychological assessments of428 ESL students in a Western Canadian 

city indicated that "even when a child's ESL background is taken into account, there is a 

tendency to assume that the IQ test score is a valid indicator of academic ability or 

competence (as opposed to performance) and to attribute deficiencies in this competence 

to the  child's bilingual backgrounb"(Cummins and Swain (1 986: I9 1)). 

The assumption that IQ tests are valid indicators of minority students' academic 

abilities leads to the conclusion that their school failure is an inevitable consequence of 

mental inferiority due to one or more ofthe foIIowing factors: genetic inferiority, 

bilingdism, linguistic deficiency, or culnual deprivation Standardized achievement and 

IQ tests 'locate' the cause of minority students' educational difficulties within the 

students themselves. (Samuda et a1 (1 989)). has led to the massive 

overrepresentation of minority children in special education chsses. Ortiz and 

Yates (1983) report a 300% overrepresentation of Hispanic students in classes for the 

Ieatning disabled in Texas. In Canada, ethnodtud community groups have been 

expressing concerns about discriminatory assessment and streaming of minority students 

into vocational programs since the early 1970s. For a review, see Cummins in Samuda et 

a1 (1989: 102). 

2.4.2 Funding 

There is considerabfe research that strongIy suggests that it rapires an average of 

six years for an immigrant student to reach grade-Ievel norms in L2 academic language 

proficiency (CoJiier (1987). Ramkez et aI (I99 I), Cumins and Swain (1986)). If 



educationid funding for L2 assistance is provided for Iess time than thaf students will be 

"rnainstreamed" into monolingual classes, with no extra L2 support, before they are ready 

for the language demands of the classroom For younger students, this may set them up 

for fdure, as they gradually fall behind their monufiaguaI peers (Rmirez et ai 1991). 

According to Watt and Roessingh (1994:29 I), some ESL students drop out of 

high school due to the removal of support services* Premature transition to mainstream 

classes, a fixed Length ofeducational suppoa regardless of individual need, and a high 

school attendance age cap that has been established according to the educational norms of 

English speaking students are examples of policies that can "push" students out of school 

prematureLy. 

3. Varieties of bilingurl education 

The term biiinguuC education is an imprecise umbrella term that applies both to 

classrooms where formal instruction aims to foster bilingualism and biliteracy, and to 

classrooms where bilingual chiIdren are present, but bilingualism is not fostered in the 

curriculum. One approach to categorizing types of bilingud education is to examine the 

aims of the various types. They may be divided into two general categories, transi'h'oftoi 

and m&terumce biIinguaf education (Baker (1996)). Tm*tional bilingual education 

aims to shift the c u d  fiom the language of home to the dominant majority language. 

Maintenance biIingual education aims to fbster the minority language in the child. 

Dewlopmenfu~moinfenance seeks to develop a student's L1 to III proficiency and full 

Iitemcy- DeveIopmentaI maintenance is sometimes referred to as E'hchment Br'Imgd 



&cationI a term that is also used for programs for Ianguage majority children who are 

adding a second language at school. 

The various types of bilingual education may be conceptualized with the 

following model: 

BILINGUAL EDUCATION MODELS 
Adapted Eom Vahoeven (1994) 

Devdoprnentd 
maintenance, 
Enrichment bilingud 
education, 

Enrichment 

I 

A transitional 
a +L1 

a +L2 

B simuitaneous 
a +LI 
a +L2 

C successiveL1-L2 
a +L1 

a +L2 

D successive L2-LI (iiersion) 
a +L2 

a +L1 

E submersion 
t 3 ~ 2  

s mdicate school progress) 

Model 4 the b ~ o n a i  approach, starts with instruction in the minority language and 

introduces L2 instruction after a short period. At a Iater poikit, LI is intmpted The god 

of the transitional approach is to reach en optimum language proficiency IeveI in LZ. 

Models B, C, and D aim at fimctional biIinguaIisrn and bilit- Model B has 
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simultaneous LIE2 instrtrctioon Model C begins with L1, and later incIudes L2; Model 

D, the rinmersion approach, has the reverse order. Model E, the submersion approach, 

uses the L2, the target language, as the only Ianguage of instruction 

Verhoeven (1994) sumys the research on bilingual education within the various 

models. Wth respect to U submersion and immersion program (Models D and E), 

research in different settings yields d i f fen t  results. in biIingual immersion p r o m  in 

Canada, majority English-speaking children reached a high Ievel of L2 French literacy 

skills without their LI skills lagging behind. He cites Lambert and Tucker (1972) and 

Geneset (1984) as examples. However, in studies where the minority LI has a low Ievei 

of prestige, and the learning of LZ (L2 submersion) reflects the loss of L1, the opposite 

eff- are noted, i.e. there are 'poor results in both Iaoguages" (Verhoeven (1994:205)). 

He does not cite sources for the research on submersion, nor does he define the criteria 

those studies used to determine that the results are poor in both languages. 

Depressed Iiteracy skills in L1, poor reading and writing skilIs in L2, and high 

dropout rates are all indications of problems for Ianguage minority students in 

submersion schooling. However, if we are to effectively address the probfems of 

Ianguage minority students in the schools, it is necessary to clearly define the nature of 

the problems, whether Iin*stic, sock& or political. The intent ofthis study is to discover 

what, ifany, are the specific Impisfrc probIems ofa few individuals, and to define those 

problems as precisely as possible. 

The effectiveness ofbunsz'fr'd biIinguaI education in producing L2 academic 

language proficiency has been d e d  in a rmmber ofsurveys. As mentioned in 



Section 1.2.2, there are no studies that have found tmsitionai bilingual education to be 

ukfrimentac to studentsF progress in either their L1 or L2. However, the degree of benefit 

to the language minority student in terms ofenhancing school success is not yet 

established. Ch-Chang (1980). Zappext and Cnrz (1977) a d  Troike (1978) concluded 

that the effects oftransitional bhgual education starting fiom L1 were mainly positive. 

Baker and Dekanter (1983) concIuded on the basis of 28 studies that the effectiveness of 

transhiod education is weak. Wdig (1985) came to the opposite concIusion that 

transitional bilingual education led to apmifiw effect for reading skills in both L1 and 

L2, and that bilingual education programs tend to produce higher performance in tests of 

achievement throughout the curriculum 

Recent U.S. research by Ramirez, Yuen and Ramey (1991) compared Engfish 

submersioq Early Exit and Late Exit transitionat bilingual education programs, alI of 

which have the acquisition of EngIish language skills as their g o d  Over an eight-year 

period, more than 2300 Spani-sh-speaking students in these three types of biliagual 

education were compared on measures of mathematics, Ianguage and English reading 

skills. The study found that minority Ianguage students could be provided with 

substantial amounts of L1 instruction without ddaying their ami t ion  of Engfish 

Ianguage and reading skills. In contra% the students who received ingtrudion excfuskefy 

in Enash (L2) may i3d.l behind their Enashspeaking peers by grade 6. This is finher 

evidence to support the use of the native Iaoguage as the Ianguage of instruction. 

Wag's d y s i s  dm showed evidence that the acceptance by the school system 

of the native language and culture ofbilingual children, reflected in the adabil ity of Lt 



instruction, was a positive influence on studentss self-concept. It is not unreasollabIe to 

assume that motivation to Ieam in U wilI increase as the schooI pays more attention to 

the language and cuiturd background ofthe learner. 

This positive effect is demonstrated in a five-month pilot project conducted by 

Boyer Short and Sutherland (1989) in a CaIgary school. The study compared two groups 

of 12 non-Engfish speaking five-year-oId childnn Their first languages were Spanish, 

Polish and Vietnamese. One group attended an English-only kindergarten class in the 

mornings and an ESL program four afternoons per week. The control group attended only 

the kindergarten class. The groups had similar English ianguage skill Levels. The ESL 

program was supportive of the studmts' Lls: support staEwho spoke the children's 

native languages were available, and parents were encouraged to help out, having been 

assured that their first language was welcome in the classroom. Staff members used their 

first languages fieeIy, and were able to explain concepts and information that were not 

understood; the children could respond and express themselves fluently in their first 

Ianguage. 'The children were given the message that their language is very important arid 

should not be disregarded while Ieamhg English." (Boyer Short & SuthetIaad, 

(1989: 14)). The children's Ianguage skiUs in L L and L2 were assessed with a test derived 

by the researchers fkom speech and language norms for kindergarten childree Based on 

the pre-and post test resuits in language scores, communication and confidence, reading 

readiness, and math skills, the difference in English Ianguage acquisition between the 

experimental and contrd groups was striking. W e  both groups improved, the 

experimental group's progress was significantly greater- This group advanced from a 



mean total Ianguage score of 48 out of a possible score of 106, to a post-program score of 

72/106. The control group advanced fiom a score of 53 to a score of57 in the same time. 

Boyer Short and SutherIand (1989: 30) concluded that "IfESL preschool children are free 

to use their native language and are provided wit6 a non-threatening classroom, one in 

which parents and staffwork together, the children will have a greater opportunity to 

reach their maximum potential, Because the language, culture, interests and learning 

styles of the children in the experimental group were respected and encouraged, their 

English language level improved considerably as compared with the English language 

levels of the children in the control group." 

4. The linguistic perspective 

The research on bilingualism aud the education of language minority children 

receives input fiom a number ofpesspecthes. Educators, sociologists and poIitical 

anthropologists aII contribute to the debate. What is it that the linguist can bring to the 

discussion? Does the field of linguistics offa insights into the nature of language that are 

unique, that would clarify an aspect ofthe debate that has not to this point been 

consdend in depth? 

Those in the tield of second Ianguage and biIinguaI education are 

t y p i d y  interested in the dweiopment oflanguage skiIIs. These SWS are obsenred 

through the acts ofspeakhg, Iistening, reading, and writing- These are all aspects of 

Ianguageperfonnmce, or what people cio with Ianguage- Ofgreater interest to the 

Linguist is language competence, or the state ofthe speaker's hternaliad gnumnar. 



Chomsky (1986,1988) proposes that to be a speaker of a language entails h a .  a 

grammar of that language, an unconscious ruIe system that characterizes the speaker's 

language knowledge. It is this unconscious rule system that allows a speaker ofa 

Ianguage to understand and generate original sentences, and to judge whether particuIa. 

strings of words are grammatical or ungrammaticai. These judgments are based on the 

speaker's intend structural representation of the language. 

Ifa language minority student is struggling in school, and this struggle is 

attributed to a "language deficit" in either or both languages, what exactly does the term 

7anguage deficit" mean? Does it mean that the student has an impoverished i n t d  

grammar of one or both languages, or does it mean that the student has not mastered age- 

appropriate literacy skiils? In order to locate the source of diffidty, a precise definition 

ofterms is necessary and appropriate. In the view of Chomskyan linguistic theory, having 

an impoverished grammar would be a problem related to linguistic competence. The 

ability to read does dso involve linguistic competence, but much more as well: 

recognition of Ietters, memory processes, and the -on of meaning from a text, to 

name a few. These other fsctors are not in the domain of linguistics. 

The specific contribution that the linguist can make is to ficus on Iinguistic 

competence. Gnunmaticahy judgment tasks, along with other evaluations, can give us a 

"window" into the state of a speaker's intend grammatid structure. This study asks the 

question Ts there a deficit in the internal representations of the grammars ofthese 

speakers?" Ifso, we have made a specific discovery. Ifnot, the source ofschooI 



adjustment problems is not Iocated in Linguistic &ctors that are reIated to the knowledge 

ofthe speakers; we must look for solutions elsewhere. 



TEE ARABIC LANGUAGE AND DIALECTS 

1. Varieties of Arabic 

The Arabic language is spoken throughout an area that lies partly in Asia and 

partly in Africa, This region is bounded on the east by the Zagros Mountains, dividing 

Iraq and I ~ Q  and on the west by the Atlantic Ocean off the coast of Morocco. The 

northern boundary is the Taurus range, dividing Turkey fiom Syria and Iraq; the southern 

boundary is the Indian Ocean, the eastern and centraI regions of f i c a ,  and the Sahara 

Desert, 

FIGURE 3.1 

THE MIDDLE EAST 

Source: MiddIe East Today, 1997. 
ArabicspeaLing countries are non-shaded 



The country ofLebanon, with a population of3,900,000, occupies a 4,015 quare 

mile area bordered on the west by the Meditenanean Sea, and by neighboring countries 

Syria and Jordan on the east and south respectively. The Population Reference Bureau 

(Middle East Today (1997)) estimates the total population ofthe Middle East at 

250,100,000. The Lebanese population comprises 1.6% of that tot& Asher (1994: 19 1) 

states that Arabic is the sole or joint official language of some 21 independent Middle 

Eastern and Afiican states, and is the native language of approximately 183 million 

people. As the language in which the holy book of Islam, the Qur'an, was revealed, 

Arabic is the liturgical Ianguage ofMuslims woridwide: 20 percent ofthe world's 

popukion, living in more than 60 countries. 

Arabic communities are &gIossic, using at least two distinct forms of the same 

Ianguage. One, Modem Standard Ardbic, is acquired through education and is appropriate 

to one range of contexts; the other, the Neo-Arabic vernacular, is acquired before f o r d  

education and is appropriate to other contexts. Ferguson (1959:336) defines digiiwma in 

this way: "a relatively stable Ianguage situation in which, in addition to the primary 

dialects of the language . ... there is a very divergent, highly codified ( o h  grammatidy 

more complex) superposed variety, the vehicIe of a large and respected body of written 

Uerature.. . ... which is [earned IargeIy by format education and is used for most written 

and forma( spoken purposes but is not used by any sector of the communhy fbr ordhuy 

conversation" In describing the Arabic-speaking community, the term diglimsib is rather 

simplified, since it does not account for the Werent levels that adst between the f o d  

and coIIoquiaf varieties of the language. Most researchers agree that thexe are at Ieast 
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t h e  coexisting varieties ofArabic, each having a specialized h c t i o ~  These are 

Classical ArabidModern Standard Arabic (MSA), the NewArabic dialects, and Educated 

Spoken Arabic (ESA). ESA Lies between MSA and the diaIects, in the sense that it is a 

mixture of written and vernadar styles. Therefore it would be more accurate to describe 

the situation in Arabic as trigIomc or mItigIossic, with more than two varieties and a 

continuum dong which native speakers shift according to a d e r  of different variables. 

1.1 ClassicaYModtrn Standard Arabic 

Classical Arabic (CA), the language ofpoetry, literature, and the Qur'an, was 

desmtbed and standarW by Arab grammarians during the 8& and 9& centuries, and has 

sunrived to the present Ln the 1 9 ~  and 2oUL centuries it went through a process of revival 

and deveIoped into Modem Standard Arabic (MSA), the officid language of aII Arab 

countries. MSA differs fkom CA only in vocabulary and stylistic fmes;  the 

morphology and the basic syntactic noms have remained unchanged. MSA is the 

language of Islamic worship, contemporary literature, j o d s m ,  tdevision and 

scientific writing. It is learned through formal education and is not acquired as a native 

language by any Arabs. Its use is reserved for formal occasions calling for 'spoken 

prose'. As the language of the Qur'an, Classical Arabic is widely believed by Muslims to 

constitute the actual words ofGod and even to be outside the limits of space and time, ie. 

to have existed before time began with the creation o f  the world @erguson (I959:330)). 

Hence, even though no segment of the c o m m w  regularly uses MSA as a medium of 



ordinary conversation, many Arabs hold the view that Arabic is 'really' Classical Arabic 

or Modem Standard Arabic, the Ianguage which is prestigious and sacred. 

1.2 Neo-Arabic Dialects 

Neo-Arabic, or the vernacuiar, splits into numerous colloqyial dialects. Arabs will 

first acquire a Neo-Arabic dialect, then learn MSA as a second language, according to the 

Ievel of their educatioa AU speakers, whatever their level of education, use vernacular 

diaIects for all speech purposes apart from religious ritual and other forms of formulaic 

public speaking. However, the dialects are disdained by many Arabs and are popuiarly 

regarded as mere 'corruptions' of Standard Arabic, incapabie of expressing abstract and 

compiex concepts, and associated with ignorance and illiteracy (Ayari (1 996:244)). None 

of the regionai dialects can be effectively written down 

The main groupings ofthe Arabic coi.Ioquial dialects are Iraqi, Arabian, Syro- 

Palestinian (also called Eastern or Syrian), Egyptian-Sudanese, North African, and North- 

West AfEcan, They have ~ o ~ s t e d  with the f o n d  language for at least 1400 y m ,  

borrowing &om it and influencing it in return, at Ieast IocaiCy. Though related to each 

other, they are not mutually comprehensible with any ease, especially where they are 

widely separated geographically, e.g. North-West m*can and Iraqi (Wickens (1980); 

Bright (I 992)). Within different geographical areas, there are aIso dialect differences that 

comspond to the degree ofurbanhation The patterns of migration and settlement, and 

the maintenance of separate sets ofsocial and speech networks in the cities on one hand 

and the ma[ areas on the other, have Ied to a in which the dialects of the 
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countryside diffi quite remarkably fiom those ofthe cities. In fict, the diaIects ofthe 

descendants of nomads in Jordan, Syria, Iraq and Saudi Arabia have more in common 

with each other than they have with the dialects ofthe established cities such as 

Damascus, Jerusafem and Amman Similarly, the dialects ofthese cities have much in 

common However, as the leveling infIuence ofMSA becomes stronger, through the 

influence ofthe media in remote areas and the increase in public education since the 

19609, the d - u r b a n  differences are beginning to break down (Asher (1994)). 

AU languages make some distinction b m e n  written, formal expression and verb& 

informal utterance. However* the diffkrence between MSA and the colloqyial dialects is 

so great as to question the basic unity of the language concerned. Wickens (1980:9) 

offers two examples that Uustrate this diffence: 

An Arabic newspaper, book or play written in Syria (in MSA) is understood by all 

educated Arabs throughout the Arab world, but ifthe same newspaper or book were 

read aloud in M S 4  it would not be properiy intefipible to poorly educated Arabs, in 

Syria or elsewhere. If the Syrian author used the Arabic alphabet to represent his own 

colIocpial dialect, his book or play wodd be iutelligibie to his felfow Syrians only if 

they knew enough MSA to read the letters. Non-Synynan Arabs would d e r  varying 

degrees of inw mprehension 

An Arab poIitical leader, making an important speech, has often to choose whether he 

wishes to b e  wholly inteIIigibIe to ail educated Arabs everywhere* in which case he 

wilI speak MSA, or to all of his own countrymen, in which case he will speak his 
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colIoquial diatect. If he wishes to be understood in varying degrees by both groups, he 

wilI use an amalgam of the two. 

1.3 Educated Spoken Arabic 

Between MSA and the regional dialects is a continuum ofspoken and written 

Arabic, dong which speakers shift according to their communicative needs. The number 

of levels between MSA and the colloquial dialects, and the distinctive features of each, is 

a subject ofcontroversy. However, researchers agne that then is at least one level 

between MSA and the dialects, which some call Educated Spoken Arabic (ESA). ESA is 

the medium of communication of educated Arabs, and is a mbdure ofwritten and 

vernacular styles. Both MSA and ESA are in use across national boundaries, with 

speakers modifying their speech in the interests ofmutud intelligibility. 

Mitchell (1986) describes ESA as the 'wgmatjzed" Imguage occupying the 

middle ground between the "high-flown" prose of MSA and the "stigmatized" vernadar 

diaIects. He hther divides ESA into formal and Womd styles. The use of ESA serves 

to identify the speaker as an educated person who wishes to cocoerse oa topics beyond 

the scope of a regional vernadar, and to communicate with other Arabs of similar 

background, of their own or other nationalities. 

h contrast to M S 4  ESA is characted by the lack ofrnorphoIogicaI case, lack 

ofmood endings and indefinite markers* Iack ofthe i n t e d  passive, use ofvernacuIar 

negative markers, and the Iack ofdual number marking on verbs and adjectiveses 



2. Amb education - the chaiIenge o f  di#ossia 

Among Arabs aged I 5 years and over, the literacy rate in Arabic-speaking 

countries is approximately 67%, ranging fiom a low of 38.0% in Yemen to a high of 

92.4% in Lebanon (The MiddIe East Today (1997)). Even among Arabs who maaage to 

read and write in literacy Arabic well enough to satisfy academic requirements, there is a 

lack of confidence, ski& and interest in these activities (Ayari (1996:245)). Evidence of 

Arab students' poor writing d d i s  is seen in the pervasiveness ofthe oral mode of 

discourse in their academic writings. Ayari and Elaine (1993) claim that the M u r e  of 

many Arab students to comply with English rhetorical conventions in their writings 

correIates with their faiIure to exhiit writing skills in Arabic. Students who exhibit good 

writing skills in Arabic afso tend to do so in English. 

Some Arab intellectuals and educators have recommended the use of Iocd 

dialects as the medium of instruction, at Ieast in eady schooi years, in order to overcome 

the mismatch between the spoken and written languages. They argue that the chalIenge 

posed by the learning ofMSA, in fict a second language for the Arab chiId, is a heavy 

burden that delays the Iearning of academic skills until the Ianguage ofheracy (MSA) is 

mastered. Support for this view comes &om a I968 UNESCO report, which advocates 

the use of the mother tongue in the initid stages of education, and studies conducted in 

the United States on the relationship between Ianguage ofinsrmction and the academic 

achievement of students (Ayari (I996:246)). These studies attribute massive W w e  in the 

teaching of language-based skilIs to minocity students to the difference between Standard 

Engfish and the vernaculars ofthese stud- (Ogbu (1983)). This has Ied to the 
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implementation ofprograms in which minority children are taught in their native 

v m d a r s  such as Spanish or fican-American English in order to faccilitate the 

acQuisition of Literacy skills. For examples, see Baker (I996:2 15), Archibald and Libben 

(1995:435), Ramirez, Yuen and Ramey (1991). 

It is not likely that the local didects will replace MSA as the language of school 

instruction. Opponents of the vernadar argue that replacing lit- Arabic with the 

vernacular would cut o f  future generations from the vast body of Arabic Iiterature and 

undermine efforts to strengthen Arab unity. MSA continues to be the only variety of 

Arabic used in academic settings, and is regarded by Arabs as the language of education 

that will be most Likely to secure bmer jobs or improve social status. In some countries, 

such as Morocco, Tunisia, and Algeria, the mismatch between the local vernacular and 

MSA is compounded by bilingualism. Because ofthe coIonid legacy, French andlor 

English are used as languages of instruction for non-literary subjects. Some Arab 

educators argue that the use of French as a medium of instruction is respoasibie for the 

poor academic achievement of the schoof population (Ayari (1996:247)). In all three of 

the ex-French colonies, steps have been undertaken to replace French with MSA, at least 

in the elementary grades wouri (I 989)). 

Before their school years, most Arab children are not exposed to reading materid- 

Ayari (1996) quotes a study that estimates the number of Arab fdes who buy books 

and read f?om them to their children at 1.8%. 'Chis low figure is due to fkctors such as 

parents' inability to master Standard Arabic, lack of awareness ofthe role ofreading and 

modefhg in their c6itdren7s acquisition of heracy, and a pr-g view that literary 



Arabic is too dBiCUIt for children to be exposed to at a young age. Parents who do read 

to their children will ofken translate the standard form used in books to the colloquial 

form, d g  that the former is too complex. The view that MSA is too mcuIt for 

chiIdren is common also among teachers m~ (1990)). 

Some researchers speculate that the acquisition of reading and writing skills is 

impeded by the compIexity of the Arabic writing system, which is characterized by the 

absence of short voweis and the pIuraIity of letter shapes to represent the graphemes of 

the Arabic alphabet Driessen (1992:30) states that the mastery ofwritten Arabic 

re@= several years of instruction, and that it is possible that progress in learning this 

language takes place at a much slower rate than in some other languages. In Morocco it 

takes pupils, on average, three school years to Ieam to decode these symbols and the 

diacritics used to represent short vowels; only then can they start to develop reading 

comprehension skills. Moroccan children need four to five years of fidf-time education 

before they are able to write a simple text in Arabic. W~ckens (1 9 80: 12) mentions a 

number of challenges to the student of Arabic who wishes to master the script: "...it is 

a cursive scripk ie. there is no specid print or inscription form in which the individual 

Ietters stand detached; . ..most of the Ietters necessady undergo various distortions of 

shape according to their position in a word and the shape of the letters to which they are 

comected; . . . severd of the letters, representing quite different sounds, are identical in 

shape, being distinguished ody by one, two or three dots pIaced above or below them; 

and. ... there are in use s e v d  merent styles of script: while they vary ody in minor 



details, they often appear disconcertingly different to the learner when he first meets 

them" 

TABLE 3.1 

The Arabic Script 

Name - 
Palif 
bB? 
ta? 
oa? 
jrm 
ba? 
xas 
dill 
bBf 
ra? 
ZBY 
srn 
ail 
s d  
dad 
Fa? 
6a? 
Cayn 
Tayn 
f&? 
af 
ka f 
lam 
mfm 
nQn 
ha? 
waw 
Y@ 

Adapted h r n  Bright (1992) 
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Arabic has 28 consonantal phonemes. They are represented by 28 graphemes, 

some of which are identical in shape, and differentiated only by diacritcd dots above 

or below the letters. Each of the tbree vowels in Standard Arabic occurs in a long and 

short form Although the dialects retain the long vowels, they have Iost many of the 

short-vowel contrasts. Three of the 28 graphemes, Palg wa.w, andyar? are 

ambiguous, indicating both their coasonantd values /?I, hl and 41, md the three long 

vowels of Arabic: /a:/. /u:/ mrd /i:4 respectively (Bright (1992:93)). They are fisted in 

Table 3 :2. 

TABLE 3.2 

Arabic Symbols With ConsonantNowd Meanings 

Although most chiIdrenYs beginning readers include the diacritics that represent 

short voweIs the Arabic writing system does not use these diacritics systematidy at 

more advanced levels. The reader must scan the whole sentence, being alert to the 

thematic mIes ofwords that haw the same graphemic representation, in order to 

resoIve the great number ofdtemative interpretdous ofwords. For atample, the word 

r 

, 
Name 

Pali f  

waw 

ya:P 

Symbol 

I 

J 

r~ 

Phonemic 
Value 

/?I 

M 

fj! 

Vowel 

la:/ 

h:f 

h:/ 
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K-T-B-T can be read KaTaBTu Y wrote' or KaTaBTa 'you (ws) wrote' or KaTaBTi 

'you (Es) wrote', or KaTaBaT 'she wrote3, or KuTiBaT 'it was written'. The reader 

must determine from surrounding text what semantic interpretation to give to this word 

Researchers and educators have proposed a number of measures to address the 

problem of illiteracy in the Arab world. These include the promotion of story reading in 

literary Arabic in preschool education, simplification ofthe Arabic script, including the 

introduction of vowels into the writing system, and the use of Arabic for all school 

subjects, not just literary subjects (Ayari, (1 996)). Doake (1989:9) suggests a broadly 

based campaign to inform the public about the inherent capability of children to learn to 

read and write and to demonstrate the roIe of home, school and community in 

facilitating this learning. 

3. Structure of the Arabic Lmgaage 

In this section I wilI desmibe the basics of the structure of Arabic, with partidar 

attention to those morphological and syntactic structures that differ fiom English. These 

diffaences provide anss for testing possible L2 (English) interference in the qeech of 

Lebanese AmbidEnglish bilingual speakers. 

3.1 ArabicMorphology 

Both CAMSA and diateaicd Arabic have stem morphemes that consist solely of 

co~lsonants. Of these, over 90% have three consonants; the others have two, four or fiee 



Base morphemes, highly productive fixed consonant-vowel patterns or tanptates, 

combine with the stems to establish nomind and verbal patterns, which are often related 

to a certain semantic class. For exampfe, the stem 9-Cm has the basic idea of 'cognition'. 

From it, one can derive the following verb forms: 

TABLE 3.3 

Arabic Verbal Inflection 

1 Stem I 9-I-m I Related to cognition 1 

I Stem + ta + CaCCaC I tagallam I Verb root 'learns (cause oneselfto I 

Stem + CaCiC (past tense) 
Stem+ CaCCaC (causative) 

p h  I Vab root : 'know', (past) 

Pallam I Verb root 'teach'(cause to know) 

(reflexive) 
Stem + ista + CCaC 

To these verb forms are added inflections to indicate person, number, and gender: 

thus raiim-hi 'I knew', ralim-fa 'you(m,s) knew7, Palim-tuma 'you(duaI) knew', 

1 (desiddve) 

Palh-na 'they (fem,~) knew'. 

istaQlam 
I for know~ed~e) I 

Nouns are generated on similar p ~ c i p I e s :  Ca:CiC- is the 'agent noun' pattern 

applied to aU verbs which have a C a C S  past stem, so Ta:tim- means 'one who knows' 

know) 
Verb root 'enquire' (to want or ask 

Source: Asher (1994: 193) 

or 'scientist'; muCaCCiC is the agent noun for causative verbs of the CaCCaC- stem, so 

dallinr is 'teacher', and so on 



Nouns are morphologically marked for gender, number, case and definiteness: 

TABLE 3.4 

Arabic Noun Paradigms 

Indefinite Detinite 
Masculine 

Singular 
Nom muPallimun 'a teach& 2d-mulallimu 'the teacher' 
Gen mulaIIimin Zd-muSalhi  
Acc muYaIliman Pal-mulalfirna 

Dual 
Nom, muSa1lima:ni 3d-mulallitmarni 
Gen- muPallimayni Pal-mu4allimayni 
ACC 

PIural 
Nom. mulallimu:na 2 al-mu9allimu:na 
&n- muEdimi:na 3aI -muQal :na  
ACC 

Feminine 
SinguIar 

Nom, muQaIIirnatun 'a female teacher' 2al-mulallimatu 'the female 
teacher' 

Gen. mulallimatin 2aL-muWIimati 
Acc- muPatlimatau Pal-muQalIimata 

Dud 
Nom, mul&ata& 2al-mulafhata.ni 
Gen- muPallimatayni Pal-muPallimatayni 
Acc. 

Plural 
Norn. muQaIIima-tun 2al-muPaIlima-tu 
Gea- rnuYallima-tin Pal-mulalll'ma-ti 

J 

Source: Bright (1992) 
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Arabic has two basic tenses: past (perfect) and nonpast (imperfect). Each verb yields 

two innectional bases: one for conjugation with dExed pason markers (the pdkct) ,  

and one conjugated with prefixed person markers (the imperfect. subjimctive, and 

imperative). Most ofthe verbs can be classified into ten patterns or stems. Besides these 

stems, an internal passive is marked by the perfect morpheme CuCiC- and the imperfect 

morpheme C(a)CaC, in combination with u as vowel of the person-markers: 

qatala 'he killed', qutila 'he was Lilled' 

yaqtulu 'he kills', yuqtaIu 'he is killed' 

3. I .  1 MS A/Dialect Differences 

Neo-Arabic dialects have developed new markers for the genitive relationship, e.g. 

Lebanese Arabic  be:^ tabaP-i: 'house of mine', with ta6aP as an independent genitive 

morpheme. In MS& this is expressed as 6e:f-i, l i t d y ,  'house-me'. In the verbal 

morphoIogy, new markers of the indicative imperfect have deveioped, Like Egyptian 

Arabic bi9iRri6 'he is writing' vs. yib6 (subjunctive) (Bright (1992)). 

As a who Ie, the dialects are much s i m p k  than M S 4  with fewer categories of number 

and gender on the verb, a Iack of case endings, and the lack ofthe markers of indicative 

and subjunctivee In many dialects, the system ofpmond pronouns Iacks the contrast 

between masculine and feminine in the pIuraL 
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3.2 Arabic Syntax 

The following sections wilI descnbe some ofthe basic facts ofArabic syntax, 

both (MSA) and Lebanese Arabic (LA), with emphasis on some parameters that Mi 

fkom English These are word order, agreement, and passivization, 

3.2-1 Wordorder 

Most researchers, in agreement with the ancient Arab grammarians, assume that the 

word order of Classid Arabic is VSO. h MSA and the modern dialects, both VS and 

SV word orders occur. Most current work in Arabic is based on the assumption, 

following Zagona (I982), Koopman and Sportiche (199 I), Kuroda (1988), Kitagawa 

(1986), and Speas (I986), that the thematic subject is generated VP-interdy. (Aoun et 

a1 (1994)). Researchers have proposed at least two explanations of the derivation of VSO 

and SVO word orders. Mohammad (1989). Fassi Fehri (1989), and Koopman and 

Sportiche assume that: 

VSO order is derived by verb movement to I 

SVO order is further derived by the subject raising to Spec IP 

These assumptions are ilIustmted in (1): 
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Aoun et al argue that the agreement faas of Lebanese, and other varieties of 

Arabic incIuding MSA and Moroccan (MA), are best accounted for by assuming that V 

is in a projection higher than I, and S is in Spec IP. This assumption adds an extra step 

by moving the verb m e r  to some higher head position (e-g. F) as in (2): 
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Aoun fbrther argues that agreement in LA and MA is sanctioned by a spec-head relation. 

For the SV order, the subject in Spec IP agrees with I. For the VS order the verb raises 

farther up to a head position in which it retains the agreement Xonmation gathered in L 

To account for the facts ofMSA agnement, in which MI agreement with Spec IP is not 

retained in VSO order (agreement obtains only in gender, not in number), he assumes that 

head rai0sing does not always preserve agreement. 
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3.2.2 Agreement Facts 

The basic working of agreement in Arabic provides a challenge to the researcher 

who wishes to provide a unified account for the various patterns. For MSA and LA they 

are as follows. As mentioned in simple clauses in these languages, two word orders can 

be observed: VS and SV. In LA the verb agrees with the subject in number under both 

word orders. Example (3) illustrates this pattern in LA:' 

(3) a Ne:mo la-wIa:d, 
slept (3 pi) the-children 

b. La-w1a:d ne:mo. 
the-chiIdren slept (3 pl) 

c. *Ne:m la-wla:d. 
siept (3s) the-children 

d, *La-wlxd ne:rn. 
the-chiIdren slept (3 s) 

In MS4 in VS order, agreement obtains only in gender. The ewvalent of (3c) is 

grammatid., and the equivaent of(3a) is ungrammatid. 

(4) a. Na:rna 1-2 aw1a:d-u, 
slept (3ms) the-childreri-NOM 

b . *Nxmu: 1-5?awlzd-u, 
slept (3 m,p1) the-chiIdren-~o~ 

The precise mechanism for the licensing of agreement in Arabic remains an issue 

for fbrther investigation, and is beyond the scope ofthis thesis. However, the fkcts of 



agreement in Lebanese Arabic do provide us wah an opportunity to investigate the 

possible effects of (English) interfuence in the speech o f  Lebanese Canadians. UnIike 

English, there are some constructions in LA in which subject-verb agreement seems 

sensitive to the relative ordering of the subjezt a d  verb- These are the conjoined subject 

construction, the double subject construction, and the agreement pattern ofthe 

complementizer Pim ('that'). These will be considered in Chapter 4: Research Design 

and Results, 

3.2-3 Passbization 

In CA and MSA the passive is marked i n t d y ,  by the perfect morpheme 

CuCiC- (Sa) and the imperfect morpheme C(B)CaC, (5b) or externally by the prefix 

(5) a qatala 'he Wed', quzila 'he was killed' 

b. yaqhriu 'he killsy, yuqtafu 'he is idlled' 

c. fagala 'to act', Pinfapale, 'to be acted upony 

The coffoquid dialects Iack the internally marked passive. Hussein (1993) notes 

that LA expresses passive constructions in the following ways: 

Passiveparticipfeforms. 

Like Engl i s  LA has passive participle forms that share some characteristics with 

adjectives. There are severd pattern of passive participles in LA Two examples are 

maCCuuC, usudy derived fiom the trimdid root verbs ofthe form CVCVC: 
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(6) mma4 'forbid' > m a m m  P 'forbidden7 

a i-dwa: n mamnu: Q hon 
def-smoke(N0M) forbidden here 
'Smoking is forbidden here7 

and maCCir, derived firom the incomplete verbal pattern of the form CaCa 

(7) bana 'build, make' > mabni: 'built7 

be:t-i mabni: min el-hajar 
house@oss) built of dewone 
'My house is buiIt of stone' 

The passive participle has three forms only: masdine singular, feminine singular, and 

Verbal Passives: Prefixes Pin- and t- 

The passive form of the triradid active transitive verbs such as -6, 'to write', 

fatah, 'to open7, and the incomplete verbs such as bana, 'to build', is formed by 

adding the prefix Pfn-. The 21- is usually dropped. Triradical verbs start@ with 111 

take the prefix t instead of the expected Pinf Examples ofthis type are laxad and 

?ah4 'to eat', whose passive forms are t t a - d  and nark[, respectkeIy. 

The prefix t- is usually added to transitive verbs whose middle radicd is geminated 

and to verbs of the form Ca:CaC such as hafas: For example, the verbs raP2a. 
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Wightwick and Gaafar (1998) state that although we see the passive fiom time to 

time in Arabic, it is not used as much as it is in English Wickens (I980:74) aIso makes 

the claim that the Arabic passive is of Fairly rare occurrence, and that it is virtually never 

used where the agent's identity is stated "In 6ct the Arabic name for it is 'al-majhuul', 

"the not-knownn, in token of this fact". In contrasf Hussein (1993:75) in his treatment of 

Levantine Arabic (which includes Syrian, Paiestinian, Jordaniau, and Lebanese) asserts 

that "passive forms are as common in this dialect of Arabic as they are in English or any 

other language for that matt&. So while the fom of expression of the passive voice has 

undergone a change from MSA to the dialects, it is possible that, at least in Lebanese, the 

Eeguency of the passive has increased in coLIoqpial usage. With the shift from the 

internal passive to the use of prefixes* at least for verbal passives, the dialects have 

moved to a more analytic expression of the passive voice. However, there are two 

obvious differences fiom English: there is no "be" form, and the agent is not expressed. 

3 -2.4 Resumphe Pronouns 

Rerwnptive pronouns in relative cfauses are pronouns that occupy the position 

that a gap created by S-structure movement of a wlr-pronoun would. In both Standard 

Arabic and Lebanese, the distribution ofresumptive pronouns in relative clauses is as 

follows: they are prohibited in highest subject position (8a,b), obligatory in direct object 

position (9a,b), and obIigatory as objects ofpnpositions (IOa,b). The foIlowing examples 

are Lebanese Arabic (J. Awwad, persond c o m C ~ o n ) :  



(8a) hajda at-rn3e:l 21Ui abaLPali 
this def-man that met YAli 
'This is the man that met AIL' 

(8b) *hajda a1-m3e:Ij 2 I& abaI huwr~ej Pali 
this def-man that met he P Ali 
'This is the man that he met AIi.' 

(9a) Sefrt eI-m3e:Ij 21lli abd-~j Pali 
saw (Isg) def-man that met him EAli 
'I saw the man that AIi met.' 

(9b) *feet eeCr13e:l21Ui Tali abd-0 
saw (Isg) def-man that W.i m e t 4  
'I saw the man that Ali met ' 

(10a) hajda el-wdad 2 IN ra l s~ t  muna maP-o 
this def-boy that danced(f) Muna with-him 
'This is the boy that Muna danced with-' 

( IOb) *hajda eI-walad 2rK muna ra2s1t maP-0 
this def-boy that Munadanced(t) with90 

*This is the boy that Muna danced with.- 

The differences in distribution ofresumptive pronouns between Arabic and 

English are exploited in the tests of competence in Lebanese. These are described in more 

detail in Chapter 4: Research Design and Results. 

4, Conclusion 

In this chapter 1 have presented an overview of the basic structure of the Arabic 

language, the relationship between Modem Standard Arabic and the colloqyial dkhts, 
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and some ofthe educational issues with which Arab countries are Faced, Some of the 

differences between Arabic and English were noted. 

In Chapter 4: Research Design and Results, I wilI give a more d W e d  treatment 

of Engtishnebmese Arabic differences and how these were &ed in the development 

oftests of linguistic competence. 
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C&APTER4 

RESEARCH DESIGN AND RESULTS 

I. TheTests 

As mentioned in Chapter I, the focus of this investigation is the grammatid 

competence of the subjects. Within Bachman's model of communicative competence, 

grammatical competence refers to the well-formedness of structures at or below the 

sentence level, and includes vocabulary, syntax, phonoIogy and morphology. AU of these 

subcomponents of grammatical competence were probed to some degree in both the 

Lebanese Arabic (LA) and English of all three subjects, in order to determine whether 

they exhibit Iinguistic deficits in either of  their Ianguages. For both Ianguages the focus 

of investigation was the spoken language. This was necessary in Lq because it is not a 

written language. The decision to follow the same course, for the most part, in English 

was prompted by the subjects' relative comfort with oral testing as opposed to written 

tests* 

Voca6uhry: English vocabdary was tested with the PPVT-LII vocabulary test. 

In LA, we relied on the subjects' seff-assessments oftheir vocabulary size and the 

production data that was evduated by other native speaker (NS) informants. 

MophoIogy mdsynt~~:  The Michigan Test (Grammar) and EngIish 

Chmmaticahy Judgment (GJ) test were utilized to d u a t e  the subjects' English syntax 

and morphoIogy. The researcher informally evaluated the subjects' spoken I3@sh. The 
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morphology and syntax of LA were tested with a GJ test dewised by the researcher. 

Native speaker (NS) Wormants evhated the subjects' production data. 

Phonologyr For both English and LA, NSs of these languages i n f o d y  assessed 

the subjects' phonoiogy. 

A summary of aU tests folIows: 

Interviews 

Subjects were h t e ~ e w e d  on topics that included their age of arrival in Canada, 

level of schooling reached in Lebanon, exposure to reading in their homes during their 

preschool years, and their experience of schooling in Canada (See Appendix 1, 

Interview.) 

Lebanese Arabic 

1. Informd taped conversation between subjects (production task) 

2. Story-telling (production task) 

The subjects were given a chiI&enys book which has pictures without text, the 

Mercer Mayer chiIdrenYs story, "A boy, a dog and a hg", and asked to tell this 

story, first in English, then in Lebanese. The stories were taped. 

Three NS intbrmants evafuated the comersation and the stories tbr accent, synm 

morphology and vocabdary errors, and general impressions ofthe spoken Ianguage. 

3. Lebanese GJ task (probing grammatid competence), an oral test 
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Engbh 

1. EngIish GJ task (probing grammatical competence) 

A test consisting of 26 items that, when administered kt written format, had 

received consistent judgments fiom English native speakers. Like the LA test, this 

test was administered in oral format, oa audiotape. The audio test was piloted on 

English NS controls, with reasonably accurate results in both written and oral 

formats. 

2. Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test III 

A Lebanese-speaker informant was asked to evaluate the PPVT III for possible 

cultural bias in some items, He was satisfied that c u I t d  differences would not 

affect performance on the test 

3. Michigan Test ofEngIish Language Proficiency, Part I, Written Grammar 

1.1 Two-stage Testing 

In order to determine whether the subjects' enon were at the level of competence 

or perfotmance, a two-stage testing procedure was used. This approach was based on the 

work ofVago (1991) in his assessment of attrition in the first language of a bihgud 

Israeli speaker of Hebrew and Hungarian This subject's use ofHungarian (LI) was 

Limited; her dominant Ianguage was Hebrew (U). In order to ensure that her errors in 

Hungm*an were not just at the level of performance, but were at the deeper IeveI of 

competence, the Hmgarian data were gathered and analyzed in two stages: 
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Data collection @ m d p  elr'cit~on): The subject was provided with individual 

nominal and verbd stems and was instructed to provide the various inflections that 

constitute paradigmatic sets in Hungarian. 

Adysis: The information obtained fiom the subject was analyzed and compared 

with the standard dialect ofHungarian, the dialect spoken by the subject's parents. 

In subsequent interviews, the subjezt was presented with her own data, as 

individual word tokens (not in the context ofparadips). Data incIuded her forms that 

had been identified by NS informants as deviations fiom standard Himgmian and a 

control group of her forms that had been identified as correct in relation to standard 

Hungarian. Her own deviant forms that she judged to be acceptable were considered to be 

evidence ofattrition, at the level of competence, in her morphophonemic system 

SimiIarly, in this study, research was conducted in two stages. The first stage 

included audiotaped casual conversation in Lebanese between two subjects, and a stow- 

t e h g  task in Lebanese and English, also recorded. The second stage involved testing 

with the one error that was observed in these spontaneous production tasks, along with 

others designed to test specific areas ofL& differences. 

2. Devdopment of Grammatidity Judgment tests - English and Lebanese 

White (1989) recommends a research design that does not rely so1eIy on 

spontaneous production data, but instead targets the specZc areas ofgrammar to be 

tested. The absence ofviolations in syntax in spontaneous production is not necessarily 

an indication of linguistic competence, because the subject might fail by chance or by 
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avoidance to produce structures that are ungrammatical, or the relevant structwes might 

not arise in the n o d  course ofconversatioe It is necessary for the experimenter to be 

able to manipulate the sentence types to be investigated, rather than relying on their 

chance occurrence; this is done through GJ tasks. For this reason, we chose to utilize GJ 

tasks as measures of Linguistic competence in both Lebanese aad English. Because in 

conversation aI1 three subjects exhibited nativelike command of English, the decision 

was made to administer a simple GJ test in Engiish as a comparison with English NS 

controls. A more extensive test was developed to probe competence in L A  To minimi7e 

the possibility of response bias (a tendency to accept d sentences), both grammatical and 

ungrammatica1 sentences were included in both the English and LA tests. Successll 

performance involves the rejection of the ungrarmnaticat sentences, and is therefore 

udikely to be due to a response bias. 

2.1 EnglishGJTest 

Before using an audiotaped GJ test in LA, it was important to establish the 

reliability ofthe audiotape format. To this en4 a similar task in English was piloted with 

native English speakers. The test was based on the work of Susan Bemett and Lydia 

White (Project on Near Native Competence, May 25, 1991, McGdI Universe.) 

The test was conducted with 26 sentences that had yielded 100% consistency of 

grammaticahty judgments in a written formatt Four sentences that had received 

inconsistent judgments were aIso included, but not considered in the final tabdation The 

test sentences, dong with instructions, were audiotaped, and the test administered to 

seven native English speakers. Subjects were asked to indicate, by circling an 'Ok, 'X, 
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or '?' on an answer sheet, whether the sentence was possible in English, impossiile in 

English, or whether they were "not suren. Subjects were asked to focus their attention on 

the structure ofthe sentence, not on the vocabulary. AU of the sentences are questions 

containing wh-extractions that test h e  foIIowing structures: the Subject Condition, 

adjunct islands, the Complex Noun Phrase Constmint, relative clauses, long-distance 

extraction of objects, and ECP-subject extractions. The sentences follow: ' (For the 

complete transcript ofthe GJ test, including the instructions and answer sheet, see 

Appendix 2, English Grammaticahy Judgment Test.) 

I. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10- 
11. 
12- 
13 * 
14. 
IS- 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19, 
20. 
21. 
22, 
23, 
24. 
25, 

*What was a story about read by John? 
Who did John expect a letter from? 
Which budding did you make a drawing of? 
*Who did the news about surprise AM? 
Who did the letter fkom Jane please? 
What did the examination of the data explain? 
*What did John get excited because Ann bought? 
*What did John never believe the story that Anne stole? 
*What did John f d  because he slipped on? 
*What does John believe the claim that Ann stofe? 
?What did John confirm that Ann had been awarded? 
Which trial did you write a story about? 
Who was John taking a picture of? 
?Who did you arrange that would hand out the tests? 
*Who did Jane quit school because she hated? 
*Who did a story by please the cMdren? 
What did you make a request about? 
*What did John faII because he slipped on? 
*Who did John Iove the woman who married? 
*Who does Sam believe the claim that stoIe his car? 
What did Jane say that Sam should bdd? 
?Who did the choice of Ieader annoy? 
?Who do you suppose that wants to many John? 
What does John believe that Jane bought for his birthday? 
*What did John see the woman tEmt wrote? 

Sentences Il,L4,22,andU r e c c h e d i n c o ~ r e t p o n s e s h ~ s ~ a n d i n t h i s ~ , ~ b a t h  
E n m  NSs and Cebanese subjects- They wexe ehmated 

- - h k r n ~ m 1 - 2 6 i t t ~ ~ ~ -  
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26. Who do you suppose that John wants to marry? 
27. Who did you announce wouId be the new English teacher? 
28. What does Ann want to do? 
29. Who does Sam want to fire? 
30. *What did Sam praise athletes who can throw? 

As TabIe 4.1 shows, six of the seven speakers produced r d t s  that correlated 

highIy with Bennett's findings. AU six agreed with at least 24 of the 26 judgments. 

However, they didn't aU agree with the same sentences. Ofthe 26 sentences that had 

shown no variation in Be~ett 's  test, 19 received judgments fiom d seven informants 

that were identical to the judgments of her informants. 

TABLE: 4.1 

English Grammaticality Pilot Test Results 

Two months later, the informants were asked to do the same test in written 

format, and the &ts were slightly more accurate. One posslbIe reason for this is that 

"Incorrecf 
sentences ( d e n )  
6,21 

16 

5 

none 

1, I6,24 

none 

5, 17 

Informant 

I 
male, 54 yrs 
2 
male, 22 yrs 
3 
male, I9 yrs 
4 
mde, 24 yrs 
5 
female, 4 4 y r s  
6 
female, 26 yrs 
7 
female, 5 L yrs 

Number 
'korreci." 
24 

24 

24 

25 

21 
- 

25 

25 

% Agreement 

92.3% 

92.3% 

92.3% 

96.5% 

80.8% 

96.5% 

96.5% 

'?ncorretf 
sentmces(oral) 
10,26 

5, 27 

5,24 

I 

1,5,21,24,27 

26 

26 
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when subjects are tested in an oraI format, they have Iess time to edit their responses and 

make metahguistic judgments. Ifso, the oral testing format may provide for a more 

accurate assessment of a subject's on-line processing than a written test in which subjects 

have more time to think about their judgments. 

On the basis of the rehab- of the ord test piIot r d t s  in English, I have 

concluded that the administration of an oral GI task in Lebanese Arabic would produce 

similarly accurate results. This English test was also administered to the three subjects as 

one measure of their English competence. 

2.2 Lebanese GJ Test 

The following procedure was used to develop the Lebanese grammaticality 

judgment test: 

Elicitation of LA data in production tasks (story-telling and taped comersation) 

Evaluation of production data by Lebanese NS informants. A speech error in one 

subject's data was noted and later incIuded in the GJ test. 

Formulation oftest items to target En&sh/LA differences and expected areas of 

attrition in LA Aoun a aI (1994) provided data fkom which to extrapolate 

English/LA differences, and Choueiri @ersonol communication) provided ideas for 

expected areas of attrition in the LA system of agreement. A bitingud NS informant 

translated the test instructions and test items into Lebanese, and the test items were 

(broadly) transm-bed by the researcher into W e n  Lebanese", or Lebanese in 

phonetic script- For the test items, see Appendix 3, Lebanese Arabic Grammaticahy 
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Judgment Test A detailed description of the development of the test items will follow 

in Sedion 2.3 of this chapter. 

The NS informant read the LA test onto tape. The format, instructions and answer 

sheets were the same as those in the English pilot test. The sentences were presented 

in random order. Each sentence was repeated once, and there was a six-second pause 

between items. After the completion of the 96 items, subjects were presented with 

four of the sentences again, in two pairs. They were asked to indicate on the answer 

sheet the sentence in each pair that they preferred- These two pairs of sentences have 

direct object resumptive pronouns in relative clauses. AU four are grammatid, but 

for each pair, NS informants preferred one sentence to the other. They would use the 

less-preferred construction more rarely, in order to give the object of the sentence a 

particular emphasis. This discrimination task was included to determine whether the 

subjects were aware of this subtle distinction 

The test was pkted with six Lebanese NS informants who had been away £tom 

Lebanon for various lengths of timee Most commented that the instructions were easy 

to follow and the test was not diiECUZt to do. More recent arrivals, who by their own 

h a t e s  use their LI reguIarIy andlor read and write Standard Arabic, achieved 

more accurate results; those who had been away fkom Lebanon Ionger and seIdom use 

their L1 had lower scores (See Table 4.2). Nine items that received inaccurate 

judgments ftorn both ofthe informants who were the most recent arrivals were 

eliminated fkom the t e  leaving 87 test sentences. With the two pairs of sentences in 

the disaimination task, the total possibte score on the test was 89. 
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TABLE 4.2 

Lebanese Grammatidity Judgment Test: 

PiIot Test ResuIts 

FinalIy, the test was administered to the three subjects, and their results were 

compared with the NS conrrols. A discussion ofthese r d t s  foflows later in this 

chapter, in Section 3: Test Results. 

2.3 Formulation of LA Crrmmatidity Judgment Test Items 

Informant 

I 
2 
4 
3 

15 
6 

The test items targeted verbal and nominal agreement for definiteness, gender and 

number, plural formation, conjoined and doubIe subject constructions, complernentizer 

agreement, passives, resumptive pronoun distn'bution and one error in Sami's speech that 

was noted by the informants. Some of these items wtrt  chosen because of LIL2 

differences, others target expected areas of Ll attrition in the LA system of MectionaI 

morphology. A more detded description follows. 

Estimated 
. use of Ll 
95% 
60% 

Age 

43 
I6 
39 
41 
17 
I4 

b d h i t e  
Arabic? 
Yes 
Yes 

Score 
/89 

86 
82 

Ageof [ Years in 

81 
76 
64 

' 57 

Anival 
42 
IS 
29 
25 
8 
5 

40% 
10% 
20% 
15% 

Canada 
1 
I 
10 
I6 
9 
9 

Yes 
Yes 
NO 
No 
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Agreement 

Subject-verb agreement in LA and English differs in some ways that were 

exploited for the purposes of this study. The relevant constructions are the conjoined 

subject construction, the double subject construction, and the agreement fhcts 

surrounding the complementizer Pi* 'that'. A portion ofthe GJ task was formulated 

around those differencesces This section contains a description of each of these 

constnictions and their behaviour in LA as opposed to Engiish agreement patterns. 

Conjoined subject c o m t ~ ~ c ~ o n  

In LA the pattern of verbal agreement involving conjoined subjects is as follows: 

In SVO order, the verb agms in number with the plural subject, as it would with a single 

subject. When the subjects are postveerbaf there are two possible agreement patterns: 

The verb may agree with the p I d  subject: 

(1) k . h o  Pomarw Pali. 
left (pl)' Omar and ALi 
'Omar and Ali Iett.' 

or the verb may agree as if it were folIowed by onIy the first member of the 

conjunction: 

(2) : Kari:m w Marwas 
left (3ms) Kari:rn and Marwarn 
'Kari:m and M-n IeR' 

z Notations are as fono~~sf @I): PI* (s): sin*, (m): mascnline; (0: f-, Wss): possessive 
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The pattern in example (2) is not found in English. 

Sentences of the type in (2) were included, reasoning that if such sentences are judged to 

be ungrammatica~ this could be due to either attrition or La interference. 

Double subject c o ~ ~ i o n  

The double subject constmction occurs in sentences involving the auxiliary kern, 

'be'. It is best explained in comparison to the conjoined subject construction. When used 

with the auxiliary ke:n7 as with other verbs, a conjoined subject (not double subject) may 

be entirely preverbal. In this case, both ke.m and the verb agree with it: 

(3) Kari:m w Marwa:n k n o  Tam yiI9abo. 
Kari:m and Marwxn were ASP pIaying(pI) 

When the conjoined phrase is entirely postverbai, ken has the option ofagreeing 

with the whoIe phrase (4a) or with its first member (4b): 

(4)(a) Ke:noKari:m w ManmnPamyilPabo. 
were Kari:m and Manmn ASP pIaJring(p1) 
'Kari:m and Marwa:n were playing.' 

(b) Ke:n Karim w M m : n  Pam yilPabo. 
was Kari:m and M m n  ASP playing(p1) 
'Kari:m and Marwa:n were playing.' 

In the double subject const~~ction, one NP precedes the d a r y .  FoIIowing the 

atmiIiary is a conjoined NP, the first member ofwhich is a pronoun obligatorily 

corefierential with the preverbal NP. The auxiliary must agree wit6 the preceding NP (53. 

It m o t  agree with the folIowing conjoined NP (Sb). 
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@)(a) Kari:m ke:n huwwe w M m : n  ?am yilTabo. 
Kari:m was he and Marwa:n ASP playing(p1) 
'Kari:m and Marwax were playing.' 

@) *Kari:m ke:no h e  w Manva:n Pam yilrabo. 
Kari:m were he and Marwa:n ASP playing (pl) 
'Kari:rn and Marwa:n were playing.' 

Grammaticakty judgment tasks were based on sentences such as (5a) and (5b); if 

(Sa) is judged unacceptable, or (%) judged acceptable, it wouId be reasonable to assume 

that English-like agreement patterns are being observed. 

Cumplementizer agreement: 

A third difference between LA and EngIish is the agmment pattern ofthe 

cornplementiw 2imr 'that*. Pi' must have an agreement morpheme attached to it. This 

morpheme may agree in number with the (null) pronominal subject (6a): 

(6)(a) J?akkar Pinnt (2ana) rubt. 
thought(3 ms) that(1 s) (I) Ieft(1 s) 
'He thought that I left.' 

If it doesn't agree with the subject, it takes a deWt 3" person masculine singular vdue: 

(6)(b) FdCkar P inno (?ma) nht 
thought(3ms) that (3ms) 0 left 
'He thought that I left-' 
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Either pattern is acceptabIe, but an agreement morpheme is obligatorily present. The 

grammatiahy judgment task included sentences without the agreement morpheme, for 

example: 

(7) *Fakkar P i n o  (Zana) rub. 

Where such sentences ere judged acceptable, this would indicate attrition andlor L2 

inauence. 

Passives 

As mentioned in Chapter 3, the differences b-een the LA and English passive 

constructions are the absence ofthe atdiary 'be' in LA and the absence of the agmt 

Grammaticafky judgment items included LA sentences with 'be' forms inserted. Those 

judged grammatical may indicate 4 influence as a fictor. 

Resumptive pronouns 

Resumptive pronouns in reIati. cIauses are pronouns that occupy the position 

that a gap created by S-structure movement of a wh-pronoun would In English, 

resumptive pronouns are marpindy possibIe in reIative clauses, as in the folIowing 

exampIe taken fiom Demirdache (9 1): 

(8) ? I just saw a girli [whoi [John's claim that s h  was a Venusian] made all 

the headliaes]. 



In Arabic @oth MSA and LA) the distribution of resumptive pronouns in relative 

clauses is as €off ows: they are prohibited in highest subject position (94 9b), obligatory in 

direct object position (10% lob), and obligatory as objects of prepositions (1 la, I I b): 

(9a) hajda at-rs3e:l PrUi abalPaii 
this def-man that met lAIi 
'This is the man that met AIi.' 

(9b) *bajda aL-rr3e:Ij 2 1U.i abal h ~ ~ ~ e j  Tali 
this def-man that met he lAIi 

'This is the man that (he) met ALi.' 

(IOa) lafit al-n3e:Ij 21Ui abd-oj Tali 
saw (Isg) def-man that met him TAli  
'I saw the man that Ali met (him).' 

(lob) *lafrt al-r13e:l PrUi Pali abd-0 
saw (Isg) def-man that P A l i  met-0 
'I saw the man that Ali met,' 

(I  la) hajda al-wdad 21% ra2s1t muna maP-o 
this def-boy that danced(0 Muna w i i h i m  
'This is the boy that Muna danced with (him).' 

(I l b) *hajda a l-walad P rIli muna ra2 s ~ t  ma243 
this def-boy that Muna danced(f) with-@ 

*'This is the boy that Muna danced with. ' 

Sentences ofthe above type, both grammatid and mgrarnmatid, were included 

in the GJ test for two reasons. The object comdctions are different fkom English, and 

resumpthe pronouns are a later-acquired structure? 

Precise inti--on on the age at which Arabic-spdbg Mdrm aspire Rbtirrc danscs ind v* 
pnmorms is not availabIe, 
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Inaccurate judgments on these items could demonstrate either L2 interference or in the 

case of individuals who make a switch to their L2 in childhood, a failure to ac@e the 

ref evant structure. 

2.3.2 LA Inflectiond Morphology 

LA has an extensive system of nominal and verbal agreement. W e  targeted the 

following possible areas ofattrition in LA inflectional morphology: 

Definireness agreemat on nouns a d  crdjctbes 

(12) harab e l-kalb Ie-miir 
ran defkiog def-small 
'The small dog ran away.' 

*harab al-kalb 0-miir 
ran defaog 0-smaD 
'The small dog ran away.' 

"harab 0-kalb Ie-pliir 
ran @dog def-small 
'The srnalI dog ran away.' 

Genclrr agreement on ad&ctha 

(13) el-bxnt 3 1 k e  
def-girl hungry(f) 
'The girl is hungry.' 

+a!-bmnt 31Yan 
def-@I h g r y ( m )  
'The girf is hungry. 
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G e n b  agreement on verbs 

(14) al-walad aTad Yal-karsi 
def-boy sat(m) [on the]-chair 
'The boy sat on the chair.' 

*a[-wdad afdct FaL-karsi 
def-boy sat@ [on the]-chair 
'The boy sat on the chair.' 

Number agreement on verbs 

(IS) *Ne:m le-wle:d 
slept (3s) the-children 
'The children slept" 

Ne:mo le-wle:d, 
slept (3pl) the-elddren 
'The children slept' 

Fomaatibn of plur& and riirakk (nounr) 

(16) *fi 71tne:n kalb bel-be3 
There two dog(s) Ti. the]-house 
'There are two dogs in the house.' 

*fi tIat Mbe:n be[-be:t 
There three dog(dud) [in the]-how 
'There are three dogs in the house.' 

Subject 2 (Samil's cerr~r': inaccurate plural fom* 

(17) *FALi hndu arb& axi 
ALi has four brother(poss, s) 
' Ali has four brothers.' 
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To minimhe the possibility of faIse ungrammatical judgments, simple vocabulary 

was used. To ensure that the form we were targeting was the form being judged by the 

subject, we provided "minima[ pairs'' in each category. These items are minimnl pairs in 

the sense that the only thing that differentiates between the grammatical and 

ungrammatical sentence is the particular form being tested. An example of a minimal pair 

is (13) above, repeated here as (IS), which targets gender agreement on adjectives. 

(18)(a) e C b ~ n t  31Pane 
def-girl hungry(f) 
'The girI is hungry.' 

(b) *el-b~nt 3 1 l n  
de'gkl hungry(m) 
'The giri is hungry. 

The singIe difrence between (18a) and (1 8b) is the presence or absence of the gender 

marker on the adjective 3rPm(e). Ifa subject judges (18a) to be acceptable, and (18b) to 

be unacceptabk, we may assume that (s)he has knowIedge o f  the rule regarding gender 

agreement on adjectives. If both are judged acceptabfe, or the judgments are reversed, it 

is IikeIy that s(he) doesn't. 

3. Test ResuCts 

This section contains a discussion of aII test resuIts for the three subjects in both 

Ianguages. W t s  are summarized in Table 4.3, and a &scussion of each subject follows- 
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TABLE 4.3 

Subjects' Test Results: Lebanese and English 

SUBJECT #I: Muma 

LA Phonofo~: NS infbrmants rated her accent as Tine". One informant noted a slight 

Canadian English accent; two did not The informants correctly ideneed her accent as 

Beirut, or near Beirut, with some P d e a n  influence. 

L1 (Lebanese) 
Phonotagy 
Vocabulug 

Mocphologyl 
spa 

L2 (En*hl 
Phonology 

Vocabulary 

MorphoIogyl 
Syntax 

U Vocabu i~:  Mtma has, by her own estimate, a somewhat W e d  vocabulary in LA, 

h a .  "forgotten some words". However, two informants evaluated her story t e h g  as 

typical of Lebanese dture, in this way: the story has "lots ofwords", and is '%ircuIar". 

One informant commented on the drama, tension and character development in the story. 

Muaa 

Good 
Limited 

Production: 
no errors noted 

GJ: 73/89 

Native-like 

Extremely low: 
Age equivalent 9;Ol 
Michigan test 32/40 
GJ: 23/26 
Spoken Eaglish 
native-Iike 

Sami 

Good 
Limited 

Production: 
one performance 
error 
GJ: 73/89 

Near-native: 
very slight accent 
Average: 
Age equivalent 22+ 
Michigan test: 38/40 
GJ: 23/26 
Spoken English 
nathe-like 

Nabii 

Perfect 
Somewhat limited 

Production: 
no errors noted 

GJ: 73/89 

Near-native: 
slight accent 
Low-average: 
Age equident 14;O 1 
Michigan test: 15/40 
GJ: 22/26 
Spoken Engiish 
native-Mce i 
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This indicates that she possesses a high level of textual competence. Although this area of 

Iinguistic competence is not one that we were investigating, it is worth noting. 

LA MorpliofogyASyniax No specific production errors were noted. One informant 

commented that she was making some minor mistakes, but the informant couldn't 

identi@ them Two iaformants noticed no enom. On the GJ test, she scored 73/89. Her 

enon were scattered over sbr different constructions but were concentrated in only one 

area: definiteness agreement on nouns and adjmes. There were nine items in this 

category, six o f  which were ungrammatical. Thee were lacking a definite marker on a 

noun, three were missing the definite marker on the adjective. She accepted alI three of 

the grammatical terns in this category (definiteness markers on both nouns and 

adjectives). Of the six ungramrnatid items, she accepted four as grammatical: all three 

of the missing noun markers, and one of the missing adjective markers. We may assume 

that she did not notice that the markers were missing. Following are three of the 

sentences that she incomedy judged to be grammatid. The first two (20,21) lack the 

definite marker on the nouq the third (22) Iacks the definite marker on the adjective- 

(20) *harab 0-kaib [a-miir 
ran 0-dog def-small 
'The small dog ran away.' 

(21) *(0)b1nt ai-helwe betheb Omar 
(Wgirk deGpretty likes Omar 
'The pretty girl likes Omar.' 
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(22) * O m  b i h ~ b  at-bmnt (QJ)-helwe 
Omar Ioves def-girl (0)-pretty 
'Omar Ioves the pretty girt.' 

Her score was 100% on passive constructions, verbal agreement on p l u d  

subjects, compiementizer agreement and resumptive pronouns in subject and direct object 

relative clauses. Table 4.4 shows a comparison of Muna's scores and the scores of the 

most accurate NS controls4. Where the results indicate a possible area of attrition, this has 

been marked with an asterisk 

TABLE 4.4 

Comparison of LA Test Results by Category 

Muna and NS Controls 

Category 
Gender agreement: 
adjectives 
verbs 
Verbal agreement: 
conjoined subjects 
Verbal agreement: 
doubIe subjects 
Verbal agreement: 
p I d  subjects 
*Definiteness agreement: 
nouns and adjectives 

CompIementizer agreement 
PIurals 
Passives 

~ven for hi@@ comprcm native speakrs, a less lban pcdcct perfionmace on a GJ test is not m m s d  
~ t a o N S s a r r ~ a i t h ~ I n ' ~ ~ 0 0 r e s , a o d t h r r i s s m n e ~ ~ m m ~ ~  

Muna 

6/8 
9/ 1 0  

Rwumptive pronouns: 
S u b j e  
Direct objects 
*Object ofpreposition 
*Distinction b-een pairs 

NS controk 

8/8,8/8 
IOfIO.  IO/IO 

10/11 

315 

4/4 

5/9 
12/12 
t 1 /13 
3/3 

I O f 1 1 ,  11/11 

5/5, 3/5 

4/4,4/4 I 

9/9,9/9 
1 I/I2,12/12 
13/13, 12/13 
34313 

414 
414 
3 4  
0/2 

3/4,4/4 
4f4, Z4 
41-44, U4 
2/2,2/2 
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Her overalI performance is not indicative of an undeveIoped grammar, however, 

there is evidence of attrition of one structure, noun-adjective definiteness agreement. 

Other possible areas of attrition are resumptive pronouns as objects ofprepositions, and 

the subtle distinctions in the use of resumptive pronouns in direct object position The 

limited number of test items in these Iatter categories do not allow us to rnaIce a definite 

ciaim that attrition has occurred. 

English Phonology: Her accent is native-like. 

English VocabuImy: Of aU areas tested, English vocabulary is the area with the most 

obvious deficit. Her score on the PPVT III was in the 'WemeIy Low" category, with an 

age equivaient of 9;O 1 years. This correlates with the reading scores of grade equivalent 

5.5 for the Language Minority Students in Roessingh's (1996) study. This would place 

her estimated vocabuIary size at approximateIy 4,000-5,000 words, compared to the 

average high school graduate's approximately 45,000 words (Pinker (I 995: 150)). 

Englksk Morpholo~dSyntax: Her spoken EngIish is fluent, and her score on the Engfish 

GJ task was comparable to the Enfish NS controls at 23/26. Two ofthe three items that 

she judged incorrectly were items that, for whatever reason, NS controls also had judged 

inc~rrectfy~ Her score on the written Michigan Test (Grammar) was 80%. 



ConcIll~~ion 

Based on these test results, I have concluded that with the exception of her W e d  

L2 vocabulary, all components of Munays L2 grammatical competence are intact and 

native like. Vocabulary is the one component ofgrammatid competence which is 

amenable to improvement over the course of a person' lifetime. It does not fossilize the 

way other components of grammatical competence have been noted to do (Curnmins 

(1999)). Muna is challenged in that she has a Wed vocabulary in her dominant 

language, English, but it is not a handicap that is impossible to overcome. In terms ofthe 

intend representations of M d s  w i s h  and Lebanese syntax and morphology, there is 

n:, basis for considering either grammar to be impovecished. 

S m f f # k S a m i  

LA Phondogy: NS informants rated Sarni's accent as "good", and correctly identified .it 

as Beirut Lebanese, with some Palestinian influence. 

LA VocabuImy: Sami's self-assessment of his Lebanese vocabulary is that it is Emit&. 

One informant commented that he "seemed to be reaching for the right words". Another 

informant noted that "He sounds as &ough he speaks the language regularly, though not 

as confidently as someone who arrived recently". This informant aiso noted that his 

speech was a mbmrre ofMSA and coI.IoquiaI Lebanese, and that his choice of 

vocabdary, with "more intellect in the description", indicates that he has achieved a 

higher IeveI of education in Arabic than Muna This is a correct assessment 
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LA MorpkoIogy/syntax no enors were noted in word order or agreement in production 

tasks. One error was noted in morphoIogy, on the formation ofa phuaI noun When 

presented with the identicd item in the Lebanese GJ test, he judged it to be 

ungrammaticaI. This indicates that his original error was a performance error, not a 

competence error. 

He scored I00 percent accuracy on gender agreement, verbal agreement on pluraI 

subjects, and passives. His judgments of the resumptive pronouns in subject position and 

direct object position, in particular the direct object constructions that are used to indicate 

particular emphasis on the object, indicate some attrition Another area of possible 

attrition is in the formation of plural nouns. Further testing with a larger number of items 

would clarify whether these are in fact deficits. However, his overa1.I performance is not 

indicative of an underdeveloped grammar. In the words of one native speaker informant, 

he could "go to Beirut and be okay." 

His score on the GJ test was 73/89, and his r d t s ,  compared with NS controls, 

are summarized by category in Table 4.5. 



TABLE 4.5 

Comparison of  LA Test ResuItr by Category 

Sami and NS Controls 

* possibIe areas of amition 

Englih Phomfogy: Sami's English is native Wre, with only a slight accent. 

NS Confrols 

8/8, 818 
IO/IO, lO/lO 

1011 1, ll/t L 

5/5,3/5 

414,4/4 

9/9, 919 
11/12, 12/12 
13/13, 12/13 

Category 
Gender agreement: 
adjectives 
verbs 
*Verbal agreement: 
conjoined subjects 
Verbal agreement: 
double subjects 
Verbal agreement 
phral subjects 
Definiteness agreement: 
nouns and adjectives 

Engkh VmobuImy: His score on the PPVT III was 98, an average score for aduIt native 

speakers of En@*sh (age eqphaient 22+). 

Sami 

818 
9110 

811 1 

4/5 

414 

8/9 

Englbh MorphoIooM/Syn~ac: Sami's score on the English GJ task was 23/26, a high 

correIation with the English NS controfs. The errors he made were on items that Ea@-sh 

NSs also had judged incorrectly. On the Michigan Test (Grammar), he scored 38/40. 

I Passives 
Resumpthe pronouns: 
*Subjects 
*Direct objects 
Object of preposition 
Distinction between pairs 

Cornp!ementizer agreement 
*PIuraIs 

3/3 

U4 
34 
314 
U2 

9/13 
3/3,3/3 

3/4,4/4 
4/4,2/4 
4/4,2/4 
2/2,2/2 
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Concludom 

The Iocus of deficit in Sami's Lebanese Arabic is his vocabulary. Other areas of 

grammatid competence are adequate, with the possible exception ofthe use ofdirect 

object resumpthe pronouns to indicate subtle differences in emphasis. 

In English, Sami's dominant language, his speech is native-like in alI components 

of grammatid competence. However, his vocabulary score is lower than expected, given 

his level of education. 

LA Phonology: NabiI was recruited for this research after the taped Lebanese 

conversation had been completed with Muna and Sami. He was therefore not incIuded in 

that aspect ofthe study. He did participate in aIi other parts ofthe research. Comments on 

his spoken Lebanese are based on his storytelling task. Native speaker informants rated 

Nabilrs accent as "per f i ,  sounding like "he just came fiom Lebanon", and comedy 

identified it as Beirut Lebanese, 

L4 V o c d u t ~ :  One Informant noted a tendency to repeat pbrases in the story-telling 

task, rather than using a variety of descriptive words, which may indicate a W e d  

vocabulary. By his seKassessment, Nab3 bas Iost some Lebanese vocabulary. However, 

it could also be indicative of other fBcton such as shyness or discomfort with the task, or 

his personat M e  ofstorytelling- 
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LA Morphoiogy~nf~x: No errors were noted in word order or agreement in production 

tasks* 

TABLE 4.6 

Comparison of LA Test Resalts by Category 

Nabii and NS Controls 

His score on the GI Test was 73/89, with 100% acauacy on definiteness agreement, 

Category 
Gender agreement: 
adjectives 
verbs 
Verbal agreement: 
conjoined subjects 

verbal agreement for gender, pIuraI subjects and conjoimd subjects, and complementizer 

agreement. His accuracy was Iow on the restmptive pronoun structures, with scores of 

NabiI I NS Controls 

U4 on subject c h s e  constructions, U4 on preposition constructions, and 114 on direct 

7/8 
IO/IO 

I 1/I I 

object resumpthe pronoun structures. He also had dEcuIty with the items that tested the 

8/8,8/8 
10110, 10/10 

1011 I, 11/11 

5/5,3/5 

4/4,4/4 

9/9,9/9 
11/12,12/12 
13/13, 12/13 
3/3,3/3 

314,414 
4/4,2/4 
4/4,U4 
2/2, 2/2 

I Verbal agreement: 
double subjects 
Verbal agreement: 
plural subjects 
Definiteness agreement: 
nouns and adjectives 
Complementizer agreement 
Plura[s 
Passives 
*Resumpthe pronouns: 
Subjects 
Direct objects 
Object of preposition 

*possible areas of attrition 

3/5 

4/4 

9/9 
12/12 
10/13 
2f3 

2/4 
1 /4 
2f4 

Distinction between pairs 1 0/2 
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subtle distinctions in direct object resumptive pronoun use, p r e f d g  the second (Iess 

commonly used) item in both cases. The nine errors on resumpthe pronouns accounted 

for more than half of the total nwnber of errors on the GJ test- 

English Phonology: His English speech is nativelike, with only a shght accent. 

Engfih Vocabulmy: Nabii's PPVT III score was in the low-average range for native 

speakers of English of his age, with an age equivalent of I4;OI. 

Engfirh Syntdorpkology: Nabil's spoken English is native-Like. No inappropriate 

word choices or enors wexe noted. His score on the o d  GJ test was 22/26, comparabIe to 

the scores ofthe native speaker controls. However, his score on the written Michigan 

Test was t 5/40? a low score. NabiI felt that this result wrs due to his ciiffidties with 

reading English. He was not abIe to read the test questions. 

Concfustbn 

The results do not indicate deficits in NabiI's Lebanese Arabic phonology. He has 

lost some vocabulary. He notices this when he returns to Lebanoo, and has to 'tnrork 

around it" when he can't remember a word With respect to syntax, it is possible that he 

has either fost or Wed to acquire the lmowIedge ofthe use of direct object resumpthe 

pronouns in relative clauses. F-er testing with more test items would cIarZjr this. 

Nabil's spoken EngIish is native-Eel with ody a sIight accent. His English 

vodnlary is within normal range for his age, even thou& at the t h e  oftesting he had 
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spoken English for only six years. His conversational English and the oral test of Enash 

syntax indicate near-native competence. 

4- Statistid Analysis 

As mentioned in Section 2.2 of this chapter, the Lebanese GI test was piloted with 

six NS controk. Their resuIts on the test, dong with those ofthe three subjects, are found 

in Table 4.7- The scores are ranked from highest to lowest: 

TABLE 4-7 

LA Test Scores Rehted to Age of Arrival, Education Levels, 
Language Use and Years in Canada 

I S/I 1 Score I Age I AOA 

S: Subject, ('Mum, Sami, N 
AOA: Age on arrival in Ca 
L1/L2 Ed kvd: Level of ed 
%LI/L2: The speaker's esti 
R/W LI /LZ: Read and Wrift 

1 I3 95 5 Yes Yes 

6il). I: I d i o m  other native speakers of LA 
da; 
 cation in years; 
nate of relative use ofboth Ianguages; 
in respective Ls. 
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The Pearson Product Moment Test, a nonparametric statisticd analysis of the 

results, shows the following correlations (significant at the -05 Ievel), between the test 

scores and the folIowing variables: 

age of arrival in Canada: correIation of -785 

. percentage of use of L 1 : correlation of -732 

years of education in Arabic: correlation of -720 

ability to read and write Arabic: codation of .773 

A correlation ofgreater than -66 is considered high These results lend support to the 

claim that the Lebanese GJ test is a valid tool for assessment ofgrammatical competence 

in Lebanese speakers. (For the stetistical analysis, see Appendix 4, Lebanese GI Test 

Results, Nonpafametric Statistical Analysis.) 



1, The Research Questions Revisited 

As stated in Chapter One, my specific research questions were the foliowing: 

"Wexe the subjects' difficuities in school related to a Ianguage deficit in either their L1 or 

L2 or both, and if so, is it a deficit in Ianguage howIedge, or in language skills? Is the 

locus of the deficit in the representation of their grammars, and if so, in what areas - 

synm morphoIogy, phonoIogy, or vocab-?" 

W1th respect to the overall grammatical competence ofthe three subjects, the 

answer to the first question is that, based on this research, it is not possible to say that a 

lack of grammatical competence is the source of their school difEculties. They are 

competent speakers of both Lebanese Arabic and English. Their conversational fluency in 

both languages is adequate to meet their communicative needs, and they use both 

languages fiee1y. AU are able to discuss ideas, feelings, and hopes in English, to t d  a 

story in Lebanese, and to return to B e e  use their Lebanese dialect, and as one 

informant expressed, '%be just he". There has been some attrition in Lebanese for alI of 

the subjects, especially in vocabulary, but this is not evidence of mdeveIoped language. 

Their scores on the Lebanese GI task compared welI with the scores obtained by highLy 

educated speakers ofthe same dialect who have been away fiom Lebanon for the same 

length oftime as the subjects. 



With respect to English, conversational fluency and scores for all three subjects 

on the English GJ test indicate competence in English syntax that is native-like. For alI 

three subjects, English phonology is native or near-native. On the Michigan written 

grammar test, two ofthe three subjects obtained scores over 80%. The third could not 

read the questions well enough to answer them; his low score is therefore not indicative 

of an impoverished grammar, but of a reading problem. With respect to vocabulary, the 

English scores for two of the three are within normal range for native speakers of 

English 

Muna's vocabulary is the one area of linguistic deficit in Enash, Her reading 

level and PPVT III vocabulary score both place her at the academic level of a mid- 

elementary school student, indicating a relationship b m n  her poor vocabulary and her 

Iow reading level. This does not establish a causal relationship between the two, only that 

there is a relationship. To attriiute school faifme to her vocabulary deficit without 

thorough evidence would be to fillI into the same error that many teachers and school 

profkssionaIs have done with other language minority students. That error assumes a 

correlation between vocabuIary scores and I Q  attributes school M u r e  to the student's 

bilingualism/Iack of intefigencddture, and assumes t6e student is not capable of 

handling academic tasks. Since Muna's reading scores and vocabdary score correkte, 

her vocabuIary score wouId seem to be a valid indicator of her schoof performance; it is 

not necessarily an indicator ofher potential. The question could easily be posed in 

reverse: 'TI& her Mure to Iearn to read above a Grade Four level contrr'buted to her 

impoverished vocabulary?" 



The good news for Muna is that vocabulary is one area ofGrammaticaI 

Competence that can be improved over the course ofa Lifetime. Her Iow vocabuiary is a 

quantitative deficit* In conversation, she chooses words accurately and appropriately to 

discuss her opinions and ideas. In that sense, she possesses the qualitative hmmvork on 

which to build a more extensive lexicon, 

The following diagrams are adaptations of Bachmaa's model which ilIustxate each 

ofthe subjects' grammatical competence. 

FIGURE 5.1 

GRAMMATICAL 
COMPETENCE 

Muna 

Phonology/ Vocabulary Morphofogy/Syntu 

L I : Good phoaoIogy L I : Some attrition L1: Possible loss of definite markers 
on nodadjectives 

Slight attrition in other areas 
GJ score: 73-89 

L2: Native-like L2: Very low L2: Spoken English native-like 
Age equivalent 9 yrs. GJ: native-Be 

Michigan grammar: 80% 

Deficit: Muoa has not acquired age-appropriate vocabulary in English. 



GEkAMMAncm 
COMPETENCE 

Phonology Vocabulary Morp hology1 Syntax 

Ll : Good LI : Some attrition L 1 : Possible problem with 
resumptive pronouns. 

Slight attrition in other areas. 
GJ score: 73/89 

L2: Slight accent U: Average. L2: Spoken Eaglish native-Like, 
Incongruent with GJ score: nativelike (23126) 
level of education Michigan grammar. 95% 

FIGURE 5.3 

GRAMMATICAL 
COMPETENCE 

Phonobgy Vocabulary Morphology/Syntax 

LI: Perfect LI : Some attrition LI: No production errors, 
GJ score 73/89 
Roblemr Resumpthe pronouns 

L2: Slight accent L2: Low-average L2: Spoken English native-Iike 
Age e@vaIent I 4  yrs. GJ score native-Iike (23/26) 

Micbigan gnunmar: 38.5% 

Deficit: L1: Syntax - Resumpthe pronouns 



~~s although it is not possible to say with certaiuty why these individuals 

had school dBicuIties, it is possible, for two ofthem, to eliminate lack ofgrammatid 

competence as a reason for those difEcuIties. For the third, an impoverished vocabulary 

may be a contri'buting factor; with respect to syntax, morphology and phonofogy, her 

grammatid competence is native-like. 

Based on the results of this research, my conclusion is that the deficits all of these 

subjects exhibit are predominantly in their language srtil~~ in the language abilities of 

reading and writing. 

2. Relationship of Findings to Eariier Research 

This is a case study ofthree individuals, and each ofthem is unique with respect 

to family background and values, personal attributes and prior school experiences. It is 

not possible, with this small study, to answer the broadex pestion of why language 

minority students drop out of school at rates twice as high as majority students do. 

Howewer, when each case is considered in light of Wells', Collier's, and Cummins' 

research, we see posaile explanations for why these three Mividkia/Is struggled in 

school. Conversely, the three cases lend support to those earlier r m c h  findings. 

2.1 Pmchool Literacy 

Wens' research indicated that an important factor in chiIdren's school success is 

the appreciation of literacy in the home environment and an introduction to books in the 

preschool years. On the basis of his research, Wells observes, 'What chiIdren like Rosie 

(the child with [owest score on aU the tests) need, I am convinced, is a p e r s o d  



introduction to literacy through stories. Listening to a story read to the whole class is no 

sohtion, for they have not yet learned to attend appropriately to written language under 

such impersod conditions. For them, what is required is one-to-one interaction with an 

adult centered on a story. Such an experience provides not ody an introduction to Literacy 

but also an entry into a shared world that can be explored through the sort of 

collaborative talk that is the most & i e  way offacilitating children's learning and 

language development." (Wells (1 986: 1 59)). 

Wells' research was conducted with monolingual children Children learning to 

read in a second language face more complex challenges than monolingual children face; 

if preschool literacy activities are impoztant for monolingual children's school success, 

exposure to Literacy must be at least as important for second language leaners. 

Story telling in Arab CuIture is rich, and primarily oraL Many parents are not 

Literate themselves, and among those who do read and write Arabic, there is some 

reIuctance to read stories in Standard Arabic to their children, thinking that MSA will be 

too difficult for the child to understand. Only one of the three subjects in this case study 

remembers being read to as a child, aad that experience was idkeqyent. This lack of 

exposure to books before attending school may have been a factor in their school 

experiences with reading in English.. 

2.2 Age of Arrival Related to Acquisition of CALP 

Couier's (1987) research compared the schooI performance of Ianguage minority 

students in three diffkrent groups, based on age of atdval: 5-7 year olds, 8-1 I year oIds, 



and 12-15 year oIds. She found that the students who arrived at 8-1 1 years old re@& 

Iess time to achieve grade level norms than the students who arrived at 5-7 years old. 

This difference was attributed to the higher level of schooling in L1 that the 8-1 1 year-old 

anivak had achieved prior to beginning L2 schooling. 

The three subjects in this case study confirm Collier's findings. AD were between 

8 and 1 1 when they left Lebanon. Muna was 8 years oId, and her first year of schooling 

had been internrpted by the civil war. As far as her L1 literacy skills are concerned, she 

more closely fits the profile ofthe 5-7 year old arrivals in Collier's study, because when 

she left Lebanon she had no Arabic literacy skills other than the ability to write some 

Arabic letter forms. Ofthe three subjects, Muna is the one who has experienced the most 

dBicuIty in acquiring English reading and writing, and is the one who dropped out of 

high school in h s t d o n .  

Both Sami and NabiI were 11 years old when they began school in Canada, and 

both have been more successfid in school than Muna They each had three years of 

schooling in Arabic before Ieaving Lebanob and even though neither can read or write 

Arabic now, it is ke1y that their early L1 school experiences Iaid some kind of 

foundation for later academic success. Even though both struggle with English reading 

and writing, they are confident in their ability to achieve their academic and profissionaI 

gods. In spite of their Iimhtioas, Sami is a sacasdid hancid d y s t ,  and Nabil 

remains hopem that he wiII be able to pursue fuaher education in a technical fielb As 

NabiI expressed it, T know how to learn. I just need the tooIs." 



2.3 The B I C S / W  Distinction and Assessment 

As noted in Chapter 5 immigrant children may acquire fluency in conversational 

L2 (BICS) within two years, but reguire €ow to eight years to achieve grade level norms 

in academic language proficiency (CAW). When dealing with a child who is 

conversationalIy fluent, teachers and other professionals often overestimate the chiId's 

ability to cope with Ianguage in the academic setting. Improper assessment then can Lead 

to a child's premature exit fiom ESL support programs into rmhtream classes where the 

support for continued L2 development is minimal. 

Muna, Sam& and Nabil all recall having learned conversational Engli*sh within a 

few months of their arrival in Canada AU three provide examples of how a fbccility with 

spoken language can mask a di fFdty  with, or f~ lure  to acquire, the use of written 

language. Sami and NabiI report being in ESL prognuns for only a t i  months after 

starting school. In Nabil's case, perhaps with some extra ESL support or a Ionger time in 

school, he could have achieved mastery of the academic uses of English As it is, he is 

now seeking that help outside of the school system- 

In Muna's case, her school progress was interrupted by two extended visits to 

Lebanon The fist visit occurred after she had attended school for four years in Canada, 

the first three years with ESL s u p p o ~  W e  m Lebanon, she spoke Lebanese and 

received most school instruction in MSA Upon her return to Canada IS months later, she 

was placed in a regufar Grade 8 classroom with no ESL s u p p o ~  This combination of 

family circumstances, inappropriate assessment and placement, and iack ofESL support 

made it impossibb for her to catch up academically- By the time she left school to return 



to Lebanon the second time, she was in her Grade l i year and f a g .  She did not attend 

school in Lebanon during this second visit, and dropped out of high school within a few 

months of her &d back in Canada 

3. Unanswered Questions 

In Chapter 1, the issue of Muna's proficiency in Lebanese Arabic was raised. Her 

peers at school had informdy assessed her Arabic as undeveloped. We are left now with 

the discrepancy between that assessment and her test redts in Lebanese. If Muna has 

grammatid competence in the syntax, morphology and phonology of her L I, why did 

Mna's peers evaluate her L1 as "baby Arabic"? The NS informants who listened to her 

speech on tape did not share this evaluatio~ I offer the foilowing as possible explanations 

for the difference: 

Competence errors vs perfmance errors: A speaker will Likely use more carefd 

speech in a test situation than in casual speech with friends and fimdyY Muna 

probabIy used the "best" Lebanese that she was capable ofusing when she was aware 

that her speech was being recorded This Lebanese would be a more accurate 

reff ection of her grammatical competence thaa the casual speech situations at schooI, 

where performance erron and sIoppiness are not a concern An exampie ofthe 

difference b m n  competence and paformance is the following: 

One ofthe comments at school about Muna's Arabic was reIated to gendc- 

"Everybody knows when you taIk about boys you have to say he - not she." 

(Roessiogh (1996266)), indicating that Muna was omitting the feminine marker, the 
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sufEc or infix [-Vt] on verbs, [-el on adjectives. Yet in the GJ test, she correctly 

identified all sentences with gender errors as ungrammatical, and obtained an overall 

score of 15 out of 18 on gender items, indicating competence in this area of her LI 

morphology. 

Dialect d#ierences: Muna's later-arriving peers were literate in Standard Arabic, and 

would have a more extensive LI academic vocabulary. They likely were accustomed 

to hearing the language ofschool and were able to function in Educated Spoken 

Arabic, a mixture ofcolIoquial Lebanese and MSA In contrast to this more 

"academic" language, colloquial Lebanese would sound "simplen. 

Socioiinguisiic competence: It is possible that due to socioeconomic class differences 

Muna was using a more casual speech register than her Lebanese peers. Another 

possibility is that she was using a style of speech that is appropriate in English casual 

conversation, but does not transfer appropriately to Arabic. 

Another question that this study has raised is the pesttCon ofNabilss 

representation of resumptive pronoun structures in L A  The GJ test r d t s  indicate that, 

unlike Muna and S e  he either has failed to acquire resumptive pronouns or has lost 

them almost completely through attrition. Of& three subjects, he is the least Likely not to 

have this grammatical structure. He was the oldest when he Left Lebanon (I I years old), 

so he would be most likely to have a@ed the structure, and he ha9 been in Canada the 

shortest time (six years)% so would be least IikeIy to have lost resumptive pronouns 



through attrition Wth the data available, it is not possibIe to say what the reason might 

be for his test results. 

The question of whether the subjects' LA test results show evidence of amition or 

of failure to completely acquire some grammatical structures is not addressed by this case 

study. This is a question that kther research could help to clarify. A longitudinal study 

with younger immigrant children that tracks their LI language progress or attrition over a 

period of years would give a more complete basis for drawing conclusions. 

3.1 Suggested Improvements to the LA Test 

Though efforts were made to ensure the accuracy ofthe Lebanese GJ test, it is not 

possible to know with absolute certainty that the targeted items were the items actually 

tested in a l l  casts. One example is the following pair of items, a singuladplural contrast 

of the noun M, 'dog': 

(1) Le-kfe:b h ~ b c l  
def-dogs@) stupid@l) 
'Dogs are stupid-' 

(2) *al-kalb habe1 
def-dog (s) stupid(p1) 
'Dogs are stupid.' 

AU of the subjects made the "wrong? judgment on one or both of these items, bdging (1) 

to be rmacceptabie, andlor (2) to be acceptable. It is not possibIe to know where the 

probIem i s  the pfuraI Herb, the singular kalb, or the adjective hcbeL 
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Greater accufacy would be assured ifthe subjects were asked, preferably by a 

native speaker of Lebanese, to provide the corrections for the items that they found 

unacceptable. 

4. The Larger Question 

Canada is committed to multicu1turaIism We accept approximately 230,000 

immigrants each year, more than 85% ofwhom have a first language other than English 

or French. It is Urely that current immigration trends wilI continue, affieding the 

demographics of those who live, work and attend school here. The increase in the 

language minority school popuIation is evident in our major urban centres: 

From 1987- 1996, the city of Richmond, B.C. recorded an increase of 558  1% 

in its ESL popdatioe 

ESL students make up 48% of the school enrolment of the city ofVancower; 

Metro Toronto schools report a similar proportion of students whose LI is 

neither English nor French 

The Calgary Board ofEducation has an enrollment ofapproxhateIy 100,000 

students. The number of language minority students who enter this school 

system is estimated at approximately 1,000 per year, including Canadian-born 

and foreign-born A conservative estimate ofthe number of students who may 

be language minority and who may benefit fiom En@sh language support is 

10,000-15,000 students (Roessngh (I 9969). In 1998, the number of students 



in this jurisdiction who received the ESL fimding grant was approximately 

3,000. 

A conservative estimate ofthe high school dropout rate for ESL students in 

Alberta is double that of the general population It is not overstating the case to say that 

for every language minority student who M s  to succeed at school for reasons of 

misassessment, lack of fimdhg for ESL support, or insufficient t h e  to complete achooI 

due to a high schooi age cap, there is a larger f'hilure. These ESL dropout stories are 

stories of frustrated ambitions, wasted talent, and a personal and societal cost that could 

be avoided. 

Canada's changing demographics demand that we address the language learning 

requirements of a multicultural, mdtilingud student population. The larger question is 

whether or not we are willing to do so. Ifwe do not meet the legitimate educational needs 

of our language minority students, we will continue to create a marginalized popdation 

of underachievers who will never know their academic potential and will be ill equipped 

to contribute to society. If we choose to provide fkir and equitable educational 

opportunities for all students, majority and minority alike, we stand to benefit fkom our 

multidturd diversity. 
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APPENDIX I 

INTERVIEW 

How oid an you? 

When were you born? 

(For those not born in Canada) How old were you when you came to Canada? 

What is your firat language, the language that your parents spoke at home when 

you were young? Are there other languages spoken in your home besides your 

first language? 

Do you h o w  how to read in your fist language? At what age did you learn? 

Did your parents or other relatives nad stories to you when you were a 

preschooler? In what language? 

What IaaguagNs) have you been taught in at school? If you attended school in 

another language besides English, how old were you? 

Do you feel more "at home" in English or in Arabic? 

Would you tell me about your experience of attending schooI in Canada? Was it 

diEcuIt for you to switch to a new language (English)? How did you handle 

that? Did you feel that it was easy or hard to catch up with the English-speaking 

students? Did you eventudy fed comfortable in EngIish at school, and how long 

did it take to reach that point? 

How far did you go in school? 

What are you doing now that you have finished school? 

What are your gods for the £hue? 

When you speak Lebanese, are you aware of making errors in the Ianguage? 



APPENDIX 2 

ENGLISH GRAM MA TI^ JUDGMENTS 
TRANSCRIPT OF AUDIOTAPE TEST INSTRUCTIONS 

Speakers ofa language seem to devdop a 'feel' for what is a possible sentence, 
even when they have aever been taught any particular rules. For example, in Enash, you 
might feel that the sentence 'Mary is WreIy to win the race' is a possibIe sentence, 
whereas the sentence 'Mary is probable to win the race' is not a possible sentence. 

You will hear 30 sentences on this tape. W e  want you to concentrate on how you 
fed about these sentences. Native speakers of English offen have different intuitions 
about such sentences, and there are no right or wrong answers. We want you to tell us for 
each one whether you think it sounds possible or impossible in English. Concentrate on 
the structure ofthe sentence, not on the vocabulary. If you think that a sentence sounds 
possible, circIe 'OK' on your answer sheet. If you t W  it sounds impossible, circle 'X'. 
I f  you are not sure, circle the question mark+ 

Now we are ready to start. Remember, ifyou think the sentence sounds possible, 
circle 'Ok. If you think the sentence sounds impossible, circIe 'X' . If you are not sure, 
circle the guestion mark Now we will begin 

(Introduce sentences in this mameE "Sentence number 1". "Sentence number 2", dc.) 
1. *What was a story about read by John? 
2. Who did John expect a Ietter fiom? 
3. Which building did you make a drawing of? 
4. *Who did the news about surprise AM? 
5. Who did the letter ftom Jane pIease? 
6. What did the examhation of the data arplaia? 
7. *What did John get excited because AM bought? 
8. *What did John never believe the story that Anne stole? 
9. *What did John M because he slipped on? 
10. *What does John beheve the c I h  that Ann stole? 
I I. ?What did John confirm that Ann had been awarded? 
12. Which trid did you write a story about? 
13. WhowasIohntakhgapictureof? 
14. ?Who did you mange that wodd hand out the tests? 
15. *Who did Jane qoit schooI because she hated? 
16. *Who did a story by please the chiIdren? 
17. What did you make a reqyest about? 
18. *What did John tglI becaw he slipped on? 
19  *Who did John Iove the woman who married? 
20, *Who does Sam believe the c W  that stoLe his car? 
21 What did Jane say that Sam should M d ?  
22. ?Who did the choice of leader annoy? 



23. ?Who do you suppose that wants to marry John? 
24. What does Ioh  believe that Jane bought for his birthday? 
25. *What did John see the woman h t  wrote? 
26. Who do you suppose that John wants to many? 
27. Who did you announce would be the new Engiish teacher? 
28. What does Ann want to do? 
29. Who does Sam want to fie? 
3 0. *What did Sam praise athIetes who can throw? 

This is the end of the List. Thank you for your help. 

ANSWER SHEET FORMAT 



LEBANESE GRAMMA~T,ITY JUDGMENTS 

DEFINITENESS AGREEMENT 

I. harab al-kafb Ta-miir 
ran defaog def-smalI 
'The small dog ran away.' 

2. *harab ai-kalb 0 - z ~ i k  
ran def-dog 0 - s m d  
'The small dog ran away.' 

3 . *harab 0-katb fa-Ptiir 
ran @-dog def-small 
'The s m d  dog ran away.' 

4. ai-b~nt eI-h~lwe bethcb O m .  
deCgirL def-pretty likes Omar 
'The pretty girl Likes Omar.' 

5. *(0)brnt el-helwe betheb Omar 
(0)girI def-pretty Ees  Omar 
'The pretty girl likes Omar.' 

6. *al-bznt 0-helwe bethcb Omar 
deGgirl (0)-pretty likes Omar 
'The pretty girl likes Omar.' 

7. Omarbaddu jitjamvaz al-b~llt el-helwe 
Omar want (3s) marry (inf) def-giri def-pretty 
'Omar wants to marry the pretty girl.' 

8. *Omar biheb al-bmt (0)hElwe 
Omar loves def-girl (0)-pretty 
'Omar Ioves the p r w  gid' 



9. *Omar bihgb (0)bxnt a1-h-hetwe 
Omar Ioves (@@I def-pretty 
'Omar Loves the pretty girl. ' 

GENDER AGREEMENT (ADIECTIVES) 

10. al-brnt 3xTane 
def-giri hu.ngry(f) 
'The girl is hungry.' 

1 1. *al-bmt 31fm 
def-girl hmgry(rn) 
'The girl is hungry.' 

I2. al-kalb 31fan 
def-dog(m) hungry(m) 
'The dog is hungry.' 

13. *al-kalb 31rane 
def-dog(m) hungry(f) 
'The dog is hungry.' 

14. *el-waIad31Yane 
def-boy huagry(t) 
'The boy is hungry.' 

IS. el-wdad 31Tan 
defaoy hungry(m) 
'The boy is hungry.' 

16. *aI-wdadzaT1e:ne 
def-boy sad@ 
'The boy is sad.' 

17- al-walad d l e : n  
defaoy sad(m) 
'The boy is sad' 



VERBAL AGREEMENT(GENDER) 

18. a[-wdad &ad Yai-karsi 
def-boy sat(@ [on the]-chair 
'The boy sat on the chair.' 

19. *al-wdad &dm Yai-kersi 
defaoy sat(t) [on the]-chair 
'The boy sat on the chair.' 

20. *al-b~nt dad Yai-kersi 
def-gir1 sat(m) [on the]-chair 
'The girl sat on the chair.' 

21. a[-brnt &ad&tCd-kersi 
def-girl sat@ [on thel-chair 
'The girl sat on the chair.' 

22. al-brat sabhct bsf-mai 
def-gir1 swam(f) [in the]-water 
'The girf swam in the water.' 

23, *al-b~ntsebeh b&Emai 
def-girl swam@) rm the]-water 
'The girl swam in the water.' 

24. e l - d a d  Ywisbah bsl-mai 
def-boy is swimming(m) [in thel-water 
'The boy is swimming in the water.' 

25- *al-wdad s e b h ~ t  b~l-mai 
def-boy mhs(f) [in the]-water 
'The boy swims in the water.' 

26. el-wdad bpYd Tat-k~rsi 
defaoy sits(..) [on the]-chair 
'The boy sits on the chair.' 



27. *el-wdad btaC~d Tai-kersi 
def-boy sitsQ [on the]-chair 
'The boy sits on the chair-' 

VERBAL AGREEMENT: PLURAL SUBJECTS 

28. *Ne:m la-w1e:d 
slept (3s) the-children 
'The children sleptn 

29- Ne:mo 10-wle:d. 
slept (3 pi) the-children 
'The children slept-' 

30. *La-wle:d ne:m. 
the-children sf ept (3 s) 
'The children slept.' 

3 I .  La-w1e:d ne:mo, 
the-children slept. (3p9 
'The children slept' 

VERBAL AGREEMENT: CONJOINED SUBJECT 

32. RaAo Omarw Ati. 
left (3plJ Omar and Ali. 
'Omar and Ali left.' 

33. Ra-h Kati:mw Marwaa 
Left (3rns) Kari:m and Marwm 
'Kare:m and Marwzn left,' 

34. Ne:mo Omarw ALi 
sIept (3p9 Omar and Ali. 
'Omar and Ali sfept' 

35. Ne:m Omarw Ali 
slept (3s) Omar and AIi 
'Omar and Ali slept' 



36. Ke:no Kari:m w Marwa:n Tam jilrabo. 
were Kari:m and M m : n  ASP playing @l) 
'Kari:rn and Mamma were pIaying-' 

37. Ke:n Kari:m w M m m  Yam jilYabo. 
was (3ms) Kari:rn and Marwa:n ASP piaying 
'Kari:m and Marwxn were playing' 

38. *Kari:m w Macwa:n ke:n Yam jilTabo. 
Kari:m and Marwa:n were ASP playing(pl) 
'Kari:m and Mma:n were playing.' 

39. *Kari:m w Marwa:n ke:no Yam jilTab 
Kari:m and Marwax were ASP playing (s). 
'Kari:m and Marwa:n were phying.' 

40. Omar w Ali ke:no ae:mi:n 
Omar and ALi were sleeping @I) 
'Omar and AIi were sleeping.' 

41. Ke:noOmarw ALi ne:mi:n. 
Were Omar and ALi sleeping @l) 
'Omar and Ah were sleeping' 

42. Ke:n Omar w ALi ne:m.i:n 
was Omar and Ali sleeping @1) 
'Ornar and Ali were sleeping.' 

43. Kari:m w Marwa:n ke:no me:Ji:n 
Kari:m and Manva:n were waIking(p9 
'Karirn and Marwa:n were waking-' 

VERBAL AGREEMENT: DOUBLE SUBJECTS 

44. M:4 ke:n huwwa w Marwax Tam jilfabo. 
Kari:m was he and Mar- ASP playing. 
'Kare:m and M-n were playing-' 

45. *Kari:m, ke:no huwwe w Marwrcn fam jilTabo. 
M : m  were he and M m x n  ASP playing 
'Kari:m and M&mn were playing.' 



46, Omar, k e x  huwwe w Ali ne:rni:n, 
Omar was he and AIi sleeping(p1) 
'Omar and Ali were sleeping.' 

47. * O m q  keao h m a  w Ali ae:mi:n. 
Omar were he a n d m  sleeping(p1) 
'Omar and ALi were sleeping.' 

48. Kari:m, ke:n huwwe w Marwarn me:fi:n. 
Kari:m was he and Marwam walking(p9 
'Kari:m and Marwa:n were waking. 

49. *Kari:m, ke:no huwm w Marwa:n me:Ji:n. 
Kari:m were he and Marwm walking (pl) 
'Karkm and Marwa:n were walking.' 

PASSIVE SENTENCES WITH uBEn FORM 

50. *kea ?znkatab 18-kte:b m n  zame:n 
was @assive)write the-book "on timen 
'The book was written a long time ago.' 

51. 21nkatab Ie-kte:b m a  m e : n  
(pass)write the-book "on time" 
'The book was written a Iong time ago.' 

52. *ke:n '11nYata Omar tlat hade:ja 
was @ass)give Omar three gifts 

'Omar was given three gats.' 

53. 'ImTaata Omartfat hade:ja 
@ass)give Omar three gifts 
'Omar was given three gifts.' 

54. *ke:n ?intafab m~nTAli ?IMO jruh 
was @=)ask tiom Ali that he leave 
'Ali was asked to go.' 



55. PrntaIab wnlAli 'LIMO jruh 
(pass)ask ftom Ali that he Ieave 
'Ali was asked to go.' 

COMPLEMENTIZER AGREEMENT 
(Personal pronouns in brackets were not included) 

56. Fakkar 'lime (?am) =hat. 
thought (3ms) that (Is) 0 Iefk (Is) 
'He thought that I left' 

57- Fakkar ?inno (?aria) rehet 
thought (3ms) that (3ms) (I) left 
'He thought that I left' 

58. *Fakkar ?inn (?ma) rehat 
thought (3ms) that (I) Iefk (Is) 
'He thought that I Iek' 

59. F-t ?inno (huwwe) rahyisi 
thought (3fs) that (3113s) (he) will come. 
'She thought that he would come.' 

60. *F*t ?inn0 (huww~) rah yiai 
thought (3fs) that (he) will come (3s) 
'She thought that he wodd come.' 

61. *Fakkart ?inn0 (?iata) Fehet 
thought(1 s) that &ou)(2s) Lefi(2s). 
'1 thought that you left.' 

62. Fakkart ?inn& (?ha) cehet 
thought (Is) that (2s) (you )(Zms) left (2ms) 
'I thought that you left' 

63, *Fakkart ?inne ?inta rahet 
thought (Is) that (Is) you (2ms) Iefi (2m) 
'4 thought that you Left.' 



64. Fakkart tinnkun(?*itu) rz?stu. 
thought (1 s) that (2pl) (you) (2pl) left (2pl) 

thought that you left7 

65- Fafckar Pinno ?intu r & b -  
thought(3s) that (3 s) you(2pl) Iefk (2pl) 
'He thought that you Iek' 

66. *Fakkar 'lion0 (hinne) ra:b Tal-be:t 
thought (3ms) that (they) went (3pl) home. 
'He thought that they went home. 

67, Faldcar 'linnun @me) ra30 
thought (3ms) that (3pl) (they) left (3 pl) 
'He thought that they left' 

FORMATION OF P L U b U S  

68. TAli Pandu arbar P ~ m e n  
AIi has four brother(p9 
'Ali has four brothers*' 

69. *rAli Fandu arb& afi 
Ali has four brother (poss) 
'AIi has four brothers.' 

70. *Rana ?auda arbar 'Zipveni 
Rana has four brothers (poss) 
'Rana has four brothers.' 

71. YAli randu tfat '21mn 
AIi has threebrother(p1) 
'A f i  has three brothers-' 

72. Kari:m Ymdu ?r=n 
Kari:m has sisters (duaI) 
'Kari:m has two sisters,' 



73. *TAIi Tandu tfat '11pt 
Ali has three sister(s) 
'Ali has three sisters-' 

74. * M : m  Yandu tIat 91~t i  
Kari:m has three sister (poss) 
' K a r i n  has three sisters.' 

75. *Kari:rn Tandu tlat 71me:t.i 
Karim has three sisters boss) 
'Kari:m has three sisters.' 

76. * '21tne:n kalb bai-be:t 
There two dog (s) rm the]-house 
'There are two dogs in the house.' 

77, *fi dat kalbe:n bal-be:t 
There three dog(dual) [in the]-house 
'There are three dogs in the house.' 

78. fi tIat He:b barra 
There three dogs@l) outside 
'Three dogs are outside.' 

79. Le-Cde:b hebel 
de6dogs(pl) stupid@l) 
'Dogs are stupid.' 

80. *ai-kdb h ~ b ~ l  
def-dog (s) stupid@l) 
'Dogs are stupid.' 

RESUMPTIVE PRONOUNS - DISTRIBUTION 

Subjects: (not allowed) 

81. hajda sCr13e:l PIK abaI Tali 
this def-man that met PALl 
'This is the man that met M.' 



82. *hajda al-1~3e:lj 11lli abal hu-ej Pdi  
this def-man that met he l Ali 
'This is the man that (he) met ALi' 

83. hajda al-walad PILL bihcb aCkaIob 
this def-boy that loves defaog 
'This is the boy that loves the dog.' 

84. *hajda al-waladj 21Ui b&&b hu-ej ei-kafeb 
this def-boy that loves he defdog 
'This is the boy that (he) loves the dog.' 

Direct Objects (0 bligatory) 

85. Jaht al-~3e:ljP~fiabal-0~ Tali  
saw (Is) def-man that met him TAli 
'I saw the man that AIi met.' 

86. refkt al-1~3e:lj 21Ui TaIi abal-oj 
saw (Is) def-man that TAli met-him 
'I saw the man that AIi met.' 

87. *jaf~t el-rr3e:l2rllirali abal-0 
saw (Is) def-man that P A l i  met-0 
'I saw the man that Ali met'. 

88. *la-wle:d le3k ael-kd~b2rLlial-waladb&~b-0 
de6chiIdren see def-dog that def-boy loves 0 
'The children see the dog that the boy loves'. 

89. 18-wle:d Jefi ~ I & d ~ c b ~  21Ili b i h ~ b - 0 ~  GI-walad 
deSchiIdren see def-dog that loves-him def-boy 
'The chiIdren see the dog that the boy Ioves.' 

90. Ia-wIe:d Je& a1-lralebj 21Il.i al-walad bihcb-oj 
def-children see defkiog that def-boy loves-him 
'The cbiIdrea see the dog that the boy laves.' 



Object of Preposition (obligatory) 

9 1. *hajda al-walad P IK muna ra2sxt mar-0 
this def-boy that MUM danced(f) with-0 
*This is the boy that MUM danced wi th_  

92. hajda a I-waladi 2 I LIi ra2s1t muna mal-oj 
this def-boy that danced Mimawith-him 
'This is the boy that Muna danced with.' 

93. hajda el-wdad 2 rlli maTs raps= muna 
this def-boy that with-him danced Muna 
'This is the boy that Muna danced with'. 

94. a b d ~ t  a-sabej 21fi Pdi rah Palbe:t maP-oj 
met (Is) def-boy that PALi went [to the]-house with-him 
'I met the boy that Ali went home  wid^' 

95. a b d ~ t  a-sabq P~llirnaT-oj Tali rah Palbe:t 
met (I s) def-boy that with-bim ZtAli went [to the]-house 
'I met the boy that AIi went home with' 

96. *abaIrt a-sabe 31U.i Qaii rah PaIbe:t ma?-0 
met (1s) def-bo y that PAl i  went [to the]-house with-0 

*I met the boy that AIi went home with.' 

You have heard d of the sentences. Now, you will hear 4 of the sentences again, in 2 
sets of pairs. 
For each pair, you will have 4 choices: 

The first sentence is better- 
The second sentence is better, 

Both sentences are equally good 
Both sentences are equalIy bad- 

Ifthe first sentence is better, circIe 1. Ifthe second sentence is better, CircIe 2. 
If both sentences are equally good (or possible), circle the OKs. Ifboth sentences are 
equally bad (or impossible), circle the Xs. 

Here is tbe first pair 



1- sentence 85 
2- sentence 86 

again, 

1. sentence 85 
2. sentence 86 
Here is the second pair 

1, sentence 89 
2. sentence 90 

This is the end of the test. Thank you (in nice Lebanese) 
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